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general strike
there is no relationship b e tween me and other
people. the world begins on 24 september 1934. i
am eighteen years old, the fine age of reformatories

Impassive man of marble,
he set his foot
on the staircase of that same metal.
Greetings, Guilbert!

and sadism has at last replaced god. the beauty of
man lies in his destruction. i am a dream that would
love a dreamer. any act is cowardly because it justi
fies. i have never done anything. nothingness per
p etually sought is, simply, our life. descartes has as
much value as a gardener. only one movement is
possible: that I be the plague and hand out the
buboes. all means are good for forgetting oneself:
suicide, death sentence, drugs, alcoholism, mad
ness. but it is also needful to do away with wearers
of uniforms, girls over fifteen but still virgins, osten
sibly healthy people with their prisons. if there are
a few of us ready to chance everything, it is because
we now know that we never have anything to
chance or lose. to love or not to love this man or that
woman is exactly the same thing.
jean-michel mension

You signed this text in Internationale Lettriste No.2,
which appeared in February 1953. You were eighteen . . . .
Yes, but in fact I h a d arrived in t h e "neighbor
hood" younger-I must have just turned sixteen. I
arrived because I disliked whatever was not the
neighborhood more and more, especially high
school, and I was in search of a place where I could
be free. This was a world that I liked because I dis
liked the world of my parents. My parents were
old Communist militants-old in terms of their
veteran status; they had joined very young. My
father was a full-time Party worker, my mother
was a full-time technical employee of the Party
a typical s exual division of labor, of course.
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What section of the Party were they in?

It wasn't exactly the Party. It was a sports organiza
tion, a federation very close to the Communists. My
father was the Party's man in the organization.
Where was this?
It was at the 1933 Fete de

I'Humanite [the Communist Party's
annual fair-Trans.] that Robert
Mension and Rose Fuchsmann
decided to have a child.
At a counterdemonstration on 9
February 1934, pregnant with me,
Rose was shot at. They missed us.

In Paris. I was born in Paris in 1934, my father was
born in Paris, my mother was born in Paris, and ...
well, actually, my grandmothers were not born in
Paris: one, a Russian Jew, was born in the depths of
the Ukraine, and the other was born in Picardy or
something of the sort-I 'm not sure now.

My first photo shows me, naked, at
a Party gathering in Montreuil in
June 1935.

What was your childhood like with your family before
you got to the neighborhood?

It was very bad-but that wasn't my parents' fault,
more the fault of the times. I barely remember the
prewar years-I was almost exactly five when war
was declared. I do have a first memory: we were in a
house in the Yonne: I had an operation for appen
dicitis and my brother broke his arm .... They put a
plate in him, and that's how he was identified later,
when they found his body at Buchenwald after the
war. And I very well remember my father's face
when he opened the Communist newspaper
L'Humanitt the day the Hitler-Stalin Pact was
announced: he was livid. It was one of my first big
shocks. When he came home from the army, my
father went underground immediately, which was
contrary to Party directives at the time. So I was
living with my mother, and one day a woman arrived
in tears, saying, "They have arrested Auguste
Delaune." You see stadiums named after Auguste
Delaune all over France, especially in Communist
municipalities. He was the national head of the
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FSGT, the Labor Sports and Gymnastics
Federation; my father was in charge of the Paris
region, and Delaune was a very big friend of his.
That was when my mother gave me my
first and last lesson in survival, teaching me the
fundamental rule, "Never admit anything." She
explained that I must say that I had not seen my
father since he left for the army. That rule served
me extremely well at the time, it served my father
well, and me, too, in other circumstances later. On
top of everything else, my mother was Jewish, even
though at the time she was-well, so un-Jewish. She
had joined the C ommunist youth organization at
seventeen. In those days nobody imagined that the
Jewish issue would ever become as intense, as dra
matic, as it did, so we barely mentioned it. Still, she
told me, "If you are asked the question, you say you
are not a Jew." I took it all in, and the cops paid us a
visit not long afterward; I couldn't have been much
more than six, I think it was in October of 1940.
They came to arrest my father, who was already
gone. They pushed me about a little, twisted my
arm-not so much to hurt me really as to throw a
scare into my mother, make her crack. But with my
mother there was no chance of that. Mission impos
sible: she was stoic, heroic. There you are, those are
my earliest memories, memories of a time that was
difficult, because I was being tossed about in the
wake of my father's life in the Resistance, living
here, there, and everywhere. I also spent time in a
sanatorium of some sort.
You mean you went wherever your father went.p

No, not at all. My father always refused to leave
Paris, even though in principle those who became
too well known in any particular region were not
supposed to stay there indefinitely. He was the

3
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only leader-he was appointed director of the
Communist Youth in '43 and held that post from
February '43 until the Liberation-he was
absolutely the only Communist Youth leader who
was never arrested during the Occupation. And the
only one to survive. All the others before him
died-guillotined, deported, shot.
So you were with your mother all the time?

Not all the time. I was in a nursing home, but I had
regular contact with her. We lived together in our
prewar place; then when the Nazis intervened in
the USSR she also went underground. After that I
saw her sometimes, lived with her sometimes. We
used to go and see my father in the summer of '41.
We would go from Belleville up to Boulevard
Serrurier. I had an uncle who lived there, a tailor,
Jewish, naturally, and my mother showed me how to
make sure the cops didn't follow us.
What did you do?

We would take different routes. I would lag behind,
she would go on ahead, things like that. We would
go to see him every Sunday when I was there, and
we never went the same way twice.... I have no idea
whether we were ever followed or not.... The
Germans came sixteen times looking for my father.
We lived in Rue de Belleville, in lower Belleville,
and the seventeenth time they came it wasn't for
my father. It was then that the arrests of Jews began,
or at least identity checks. That seventeenth time
they were looking for my mother. The concierge
was very good: my mother was out, so she stuck a
note next to the lock saying, "Rose, get out of here
quick! " It was pretty brave of that concierge,
because the cops might easily have come back
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before my mother got home. They were good peo
ple, and I fancy good concierges like that were
pretty much in the minority in those day s. Anyway,
we were lucky. So much for my childhood: it

If only the Jews were blue, yellow, or
striped, we would not have had to
make them wear stars so we could
identify them.
RADIO PARIS GUNE 1942)

wasn't that unhappy, but it was a bit rough.

And when the war ended?
I was in the Yonne. Friends, Party comrades, came
one day to fetch me. They took me back up to
Paris in a van and dropped me off in the suburbs.
My aunt came to get me by bicycle-she was in
the Resistance, too-and brought me back to Rue
Mouffetard, where my parents were living. It was
nighttime, and there was still gunfire on the
rooftops. I can't say I cared whether there was
shooting or not: all I cared about was that

I

wasn't

going to end up an orphan-an issue that had
indeed bothered me for much of the Occupation.

I

was reunited with my parents; we began an almost
normal life, looking for an apartment, finding
one-in

Belleville

again,

in

fact.

And

then

everything started to....

l*re you going to school?
Yes, regularly. During the war I only went from
time to time, and there were interruptions when I
was in the sanatorium or the nursing home. There
were courses, there were classes, but we didn't
have to go; we learned nothing whatsoever. I was a
little bit academically inclined when I was small,
but not afterward.

Until you were how old.�
Until

I

cut out. Earlier, even. Until I stopped taking

an interest in things of that kind, because I thought
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that I was being not so much formed as deformed by
the system. Until my first year at high school....
You hod the feeling that things were going on elsewhere.�
Yes, there was a gap--there could only be a gap
between what went on at home and what was
going

on

outside,

because

my

folks

were

Communist militants, genuine ones, honest, real
revolutionaries. My father was a paid official but
earned practically nothing; my mother was sick.
My little brother arrived in '46, and my mother
never properly recovered from the days of the
Resistance: she was not working, she was on per
manent disability. My father had nothing except
his pay from the Party, and we were no longer eat
ing meat. We were living on a very, very tight
budget. My father wouldn't believe the people
who told him, "Look here, Robert, they're telling
you fairy tales-there are plenty of full-timers who
don't live like you, you should demand such and
such.. . . " No, he had nothing, he took the metro
every day still wearinp; his ancient wartime lumber
jacket, even though other officials were already
siphoning off a little extra. He never would.
What was your relationship with your parents like? Were
they much token up with their political activities?
Not my mother, though she regretted it. Life cir
cumstances obliged her to give up part of her mili
tant activity, and she always disliked that. My
father, on the other hand-we worked it out
once-was away from home more than six months
out of the year. What's more, he was not a very
talkative man; he was hypersensitive, but had great
difficulty expressing it. So he and I didn't have
much of a relationship to speak of, and that left its
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mark on me. I was a son of militants, and it wasn't
ideal. At home all the talk was political. I never saw
non-Communists at home, except for the down
stairs neighbor, the concierge who looked in now
and then, and the godmother of my little brother,
who for her part was not a Communist but who had
something of an interesting story because she was
Polish. She had fled Poland in 1930 and married to
get her papers. That was often done at the time,
and, of course, the guy she got married to was a
friend from the Party; he was a worker, too, a mem
ber of Pn5vert's "October" group. He died in the
Spanish Civil War. So, seeing as her fellow had
died in that war, she was allowed to come to our
house. Aside from that, though, there was never
anything but Communists.
What about your tailor uncle? Was he a Communist, too?

No, my tailor uncle-as a matter of fact, I had two
tailor uncles. The one I mentioned earlier was very
old, much older than the rest of the family. Among
other things, he had been involved with Trotsky's
groups in 1905. He was very young during the 1905
revolution and the time of the p ogroms. He was
more of an anarchist, really. It was he, I think, who
founded the French union of tailors working at
home; these tailors used to supply Galeries
Lafayette, and he organized their first strike in '29
or thereabouts. The other tailor uncle was not a
Communist, either, but he had still had trouble in
his younger days with the Romanian police. He was
a Romanian Jew and as such had fled the country,
but then he got stuck in Budapest during Bela Kun's
Commune. None of his people were Communists.
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They came to the house, then.?

Oh, yes, they were family, there was no problem.
There was only one member of my family that I
never saw at home, and that was my paternal
grandmother.
How come.?

Because my father was very obstinate, and he had
had a falling-out with her one day when he was
young. As a result, I went all through my childhood
without even knowing that I had this grandmother.
My father admitted it to me after the death of my
mother's mother, which shook him up, because he
adored her. She was indeed an extraordinary
woman, who brought up seven children completely
by herself. So my father got a shock when she died,
and that was when he told me that he had a
mother, and still living. I was no longer very young
myself by then, and my son, my first son, must
have been going on ten. So he got to know his
great-grandmother and I got to know my grand
mother at the same time. That was my father's
way-a bit brutal, really. But otherwise there were
no real problems in the family. After the war we
would get together around the two major Jewish
holidays, because that was the tradition. My grand
mother no longer went near the synagogue, didn't
practice at all. All the same, in her close family
including her brothers and her children-seven
teen people had died as deportees, so she went
back to the synagogue in their memory. There was
nothing religious about it, though, it was just
tradition: all the family would come together at her
house on those two Jewish holidays.
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What was your state of mind when you began frequent
ing the neighborhood.?

My state of mind was also a result, naturally, of my
reading. I used to haunt the local public library. I
read everything and anything-perhaps even a bit
too much of anything. I remember reading the first
three volumes of Sartre's Situations, things like that.
I read Prevert-but the Prevert was a family thing:
I had two or three aunts and two uncles who had
been members of the October group. One of the
aunts had gone on a trip around the USSR with the
group in 1930 or just after. I don't know whether it
was already called October then; perhaps it was still
"Premices." So Prevert was a kind of family tradi
tion, his name came up at every meeting, invariably
apropos of the good old days, when they were young
and all that sort of thing. All long before I read
Prevert myself. I remember that I read Queneau,
Gide; I remember that I read Anouilh, things that I
couldn't have found at home, Jorge Amado .... I was
lucky enough to have Jean-Louis Bory as my
French literature teacher.
Did Bory get you to read particular books?

No, not directly. But he did decide that out of our
five hours of French a week he would spend one
hour on modern literature, which was not in the pro
gram. That's how he got to tell us about Anouilh and
Gide, and certainly in that sense you could say that
he influenced me, though no more than the other
pupils. Beyond that, I was reading things on the side
that had nothing to do with what I was learning at
school. And I have to say that at the time I was put
off when it came to Le Cid-I think it must have
been in the year before high school-when it was
rammed down our throats, and we still hadn't
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First principles should be beyond
discussion.
Poetry should have practical truth
as its goal.
Poetry must be made by all. Not
by one.

LALITREAMONT

finished the play by the end of the year: we used to
spend a whole hour on two lines of it, and the
teacher we had was a guy who had cute little cards
that he must have made when he first entered the
profession back in 1920 or thereabouts. I was dis
gusted, and I am disgusted to this day, at least with
Corneille and Racine; Moliere, too, but I got over
that very quickly. Racine and Corneille I can't say I
regret too much; it doesn't matter really.
Can you say what reading at that time left the biggest
impression on you?

Yes, I can. It was in the summer of '50. We were
spending our holidays in Brian�on, in the Alps. Our
holidays were always pretty much of a muchness;
people from the Party would let or lend us a place.
So that year we were in a little villa near Brian�on,
and there was a fine collection of books. I came
upon a certain Arthur Rimbaud, and I confess that
to this day I have not yet finished with him, not
quite. There was Verlaine, too. I read the whole of
Verlaine; it was very beautiful, but not the same
thing at all as Rimbaud. I also read Lautreamont-a
bit later on, but I was still very young.
Was that after arriving in the neighborhood or before.p

Before, I think-or just at the beginning. In point of
fact, I arrived first on the other continent, so to
speak: at the Cafe Dupont-Latin. This was at the
beginning of the new school year, 1950. Before that,
I had come into the Latin Quarter a couple of times,
but that was it.. .. I was still a bit afraid of it.
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So witlt Rimbaud and Lautreamont under your arm, fif
teen or sixteen years old, you land in tlte neighborhood?

Work now?-Never, never, I am
on strike.
I shall never work.
Sapristi, I shall be a rentier.

That's it. I arrive and start drinking a little.

I have a horror of all trades.
I have a horror of my country.
I do not understand laws.

Tlte first people you met.?

We will murder logical revolts.
Such toil! Everything must be

The first encounters? Well, they were at the
Dupont-Latin .... It was an immense cafe taking up
a whole block, with Rue des E coles on one side and
Rue de Cluny on the other. It was vast. At the time
you could still order yogurt as a drink; people were
still drinking strawberry milkshakes, ghastly things
like that.
Luckily, there were lots of parties in the after
noons. Young people using their parents' places,
supposed to be at school like me, like all of us. And
there we would drink, quite a lot, in fact. That was
when I really began drinking. My friend Raymond
and I used to pass the hat in these little parties,
then go and buy junk for people to drink, bottles of
entre-deux-mers or sweet wine for the young kids,
who weren't really drinkers at all; and we' d get a
bottle of gin with the surplus funds and keep it to
ourselves, just the two of us. A small first step
down the alcoholic path-that's how it started.
The method didn't last long, but my taste for
alcohol certainly did.

destroyed, everything in my
head erased.
I thirst to extinguish gangrene.

ARTHCR RIMBAUD

How did people get to know one anotlter?

The real neighborhood was here, at the Cafe de
Mabillon, on Boulevard Saint-Germain. Not the
Dupont-Latin. The Dupont-Latin was the port, or
the beach, before the great departure; and you had
to cross the Boul' Mich'-leave the Latin Quarter,
was the way we put it-and make the voyage from
the Dupont-Latin to the Mabillon: that was the
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CIVIL CODE, ARTICLE 488:
Majority is fixed at twenty-one
years completed; at that age a
person is capable of all acts
of civic life.

initiation. Most people got lost, got drowned, on
the way over. There were some even who went
back home right away, but the vast majority of the
people from the Dupont drowned crossing that
ocean. Much later, you reached an enormous cafe
full of people just like you, where everything
happened very quickly.
The Mobil/on, where we are sitting right now?

Exactly. Everyone talked to everyone else. There
were quite a few cafe philosophers, as we called
them, people like that, holding forth. At the time I
was a bit impressed by them, I must admit. Not
least because they were already twenty. They were
chatterboxes with their little followings; they had
flipped through a few books without usually under
standing much. The big fad then was existentialism.
People, tourists, used to come to the neighborhood
to see the existentialists, and there were a few bozos
who would spout off, playing the part, to get a free
meal or a free drink. It was a specialty, and some
were better at it than others. Fabio was one. He
must have passed his baccalaureate in philosophy
he was a truly amazing gabber, also a bass player, the
only character I ever met who hitchhiked with a
double bass. Another one, similar, was Jean the
Poet. Needless to say, he also wrote poems. He
became a bartender at the Montana, in Rue Saint
Benoit-a very fancy bar.
You had no money when you arrived in the neighbor
hood?

No, very little. Officially, I had none at all. My par
ents weren 't giving me any, but, well, you always
found people .... Actually, there was a period when
we had a lot of money, but it didn't last long. From
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wastepaper collection. There was a paper shortage,
wastepaper was very valuable, and the students
would go from door to door leaving a notice
announcing that they would call back on such and
such a day for any wastepaper. We used to get there
ahead of them and pass ourselves off as students.

CTVTL CODE, ARTICLE 115:
Should a person have ceased
to visit his place of domicile or
residence and should no news
at all of said p erson have been
received for four years, inter
ested parties may appeal to
the Court of First Instance to
declare this ahsence formal.

And you would resell the paper.p

Yes, and it fetched a very good price. We were all
rich ! We went on being rich for a time, then I had to
abandon this great racket because some bastards
claimed to have seen me dead drunk on Boulevard
Saint-Michel.
Pure slander.?

I wouldn't say that, exactly. But they went and told
my parents, who then tried to get me back on the
straight and narrow by packing me off to high school
in Beauvais for three months. I made a deal with my
mother, saying, "OK, I 'll go, but come July you'll
get me papers, an identity card, a passport, because
I want to go abroad, I want to travel." We both kept
our end of the bargain, then I left.
You needed the papers to be independent.?

No, no, so that I could go to foreign countries. It
wasn't about emancipation: it was always my
mother who paid the fine when I got arrested for
public drunkenness, which was fairly often.
So you went traveling.?

I visited Italy in October
wonderful city.

195 1.

Florence. A
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Were you on your own?

Not exactly. I had a dog, as skinny as hell. People
would take pity on the dog, then on me by exten
sion, which was very practical. I was gone for three
weeks or a month, then I came back to the neigh
borhood, but I still wanted to wander. So that
December I set off for Stockholm with a friend
whom I still see, incidentally, one of the rare people
from back then I still see; we're just a handful now.
Anyway, we stopped in Brussels, found the beer to
our liking, and stayed there for six months.
Drinking beer.p

We drank a vast amount of beer, and for my part I
wound up in the reformatory after we were arrested.
Arrestedfor what?

There was a police roundup in the part of town that
was the Saint-Germain-des-Pres of Brussels-there
was a jazz band there and everything. The cops
nabbed us because we were foreigners and we
had no papers except our passports-no residence
or work papers at all. They caught three of us, but
the other two were over eighteen and so they
were simply escorted to the border the next day.
But I wasn't eighteen yet, and I was sent to a
reform school.
How long were you there for.P

Forty days-long enough to get the general idea.
But this was a Belgian reformatory-half Walloons
and half Flemish-and there was nothing but fist
fights from morning to night. I hadn't the remotest
interest in all that, I was utterly different from the
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other fellows in there-all of them petty thieves,
rebels, with no families or parents divorced.

What year was that?
March and April 1952.

Your mother came to get you, didn't she?
My mother came to get me, and then I was back in
the neighborhood, wearing something of a halo on

CHEZ GEORGES, RUE DES CANElTES
PHOTO: GARANS

account of the sojourn in reform school. Normal life
resumed-meaning the life of the neighborhood,
hitting people up, conning them a bit, stealing a lit
tle.... Not really stealing, though, because at the
time tons of people used to come into the neighbor
hood. It was easy pickings-after all, there weren't
so many of us, all told, a hundred, a couple of
hundred, perhaps. People have a false picture of
Saint-Germain.... And for us it

wasn't

Saint

Germain, anyway. I don't suppose I myself have
been into the Cafe de Flore more than twice in my
life, and the same goes for the Deux-Magots. For us,
the neighborhood ended, roughly speaking, just
before you get to the statue of Diderot. Across from
there was a bar called the Saint-Claude. Just before
Rue de Rennes. We used to take Rue des Ciseaux.
At the corner of Rue des Ciseaux and Rue du Four
was Le Bouquet, and a bit farther on down Rue du
Four was Moineau's. On the far side of the street, at
the corner of Rue Bonaparte, if I'm not mistaken,
was a place that sold frankfurters and fries: La
Chope Gauloise. On Rue des Canettes, where we
weren't going much as yet, Chez Georges was
already there, a well-known bistro. Georges himself
hadn't arrived yet, though. We would make our way
back via Rue du Four; La Pergola was opposite, and,
just a few steps farther down on the same sidewalk,
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the Old Navy. Then there was another place,
slightly farther afield, which seemed in fact very far
away to some people; it was across from the Vieux
Colombier theater, but I can 't recall its name.
Sometimes we ventured as far away as a cafe called
Le Nuage and a couple of other places in a little
street on the far side of Rue de Rennes, but that
was rare. Occasionally in the evening we would run
into people who would invite us out elsewhere, but
by and large we congregated around this place, the
Mabillon. Here there were only people like us. At
the bar, at the end of the room, there might have
been a few neighborhood residents, but, of course,
we were always at the tables.
You were always sitting at the tablesP

AT

LE TABOLI

In those days, yes. It was only later that we started
propping up bars. Here at the Mabillon we were
always sitting. There was a place that was important
for us late at night-so far away, almost like being
deported. That was the Bar Bac. When we weren't
totally legless we would make our way to the Bar
Bac, and there we would meet people who were not
from our own neighborhood, people like Blondin.
Late at night, past four in the morning, you found
the real hard cases.
What about Le TabouP

Le Tabou's clientele was more like that of the Flore
or the Deux-Magots. The generation before mine.
Mind you, when I say generation, it might be a mat
ter of only six months or a year's difference. I did go
to Le Tabou a few times, though, yes. Twice, for
certain, for Letterist concerts-but by that time
everything was practically over. On the other hand,
in the very early days, when I was still going to the
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Dupont-Latin, we used to go to jazz clubs, like Club
Saint-Germain, in Rue Saint-Benoit, but that was
not the same, it had nothing to do with the neigh
borhood in the sense in which I have been describ
ing it. The jazz clubs were not part of that.
So the neighborhood's geographical boundaries were
marked by bars?

For me, yes. Not for everyone, but for me
definitely. Still, there were certain other places, like
Allee du Seminaire at the top of Rue Bonaparte,
where we might gather around a bench if we wanted
to be a little out of the main fray for some reason, if
we wanted a little more privacy. That was where
Eliane would meet us, just outside the neighbor
hood, when she didn't want to be picked up by the
cops because she was on the run. Another such place
was Square du Vert-Galant. We used to collapse
there or panhandle. Debord adored that spot. It was
a sort of frontier: we never went to the Right Bank.

PIERRE-JOEL B E RLE

You had been hanging out in those bars for a while
when you met the people with whom you took part in the
Letterist movement. How did that come about?

It was after Brussels, after the reform school. I went
on vacation-well, "vacation" is hardly the word: we
were on vacation all year long! Anyway, we got back
from the Cote d'Azur in September '52.
On vacation with your parents, you mean?

No, no, not anymore. That vacation was with a guy
called Joel-who ended badly, I'm afraid.
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There was in those days, on the

That was Joll whoP

left bank of the river (it is impossible
to go down the same river twice or to
touch any perishable substance twice
in the same state), a neighborhood
where the negative held its court.

GUY DEBORD, In Girum imus nacte et
consumimur igni
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joel Berle. His actual first name was Pierre. He
ended up as a mercenary in Katanga. It was a spiral:
he started by stealing more than others, then went
on from there, and the rest followed. He was put in
the clink, or at least was in grave danger of being put
in the clink, for a long time .... I first ran into him
when I was shuttling between Paris and Brussels, so
he must have reached the neighborhood rather late,
in '52. He came from La Ciotat or Marseilles. His
official father-later, I burgled his villa with joel
was at the time head of the shipyards at La Ciotat;
his mother was a nice lady. joel always told me that
this was not his real father, that his real father was a
guy who wrote detective stories for the famous "Le
Masque" series. His mother had supposedly had
this gentleman as a lover and separated from her
official husband, etc. But I met him at that particu
lar moment, and a couple of days afterward we went
to Brussels together. We lived there for a while, then
left for the Cote d 'Azur during the summer season.
We hung about in Cannes for a bit together, misbe
haved together. joel was something of a thief-a lot
of a thief, even . . . . In Cannes we played the gigolo a
little, swiped a few things from cars. Small potatoes.
joel wasn't such a serious thief yet, I guess .... Then
we went back up to Paris, separately, as a matter of
fact, and hooked up again here. joel didn't know the
neighborhood well at all; it was me who brought him
in, took him to Moineau's. But then he became one
of the gang, one of the tribe. He signed texts of the
Letterist International, but he didn't give a shit
about that. He took to stealing rather seriously. He
had a special technique: he did the rounds of the
hotels, only going into rooms if the key was on the
door, which was quite often (it was the same with
cars-there were still lots of people who didn't
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bother to lock their cars up). So he could be sure
that there were people in the rooms he went into,
and he might wake them up. He had to work very
discreetly, the result being that he often stole the
strangest things, because, of course, he couldn't put
the light on. He took whatever he found, an alarm
clock, whatever it might be. Once, in the car of a guy
with whom we had hitched a ride, he managed to
pinch what looked like a fine shirt out of a suitcase.
After we were dropped off, I tried the thing on: it
was a pajama top! He also found something that
turned out to be very useful to us: a bunch of over
coats, some kind of gabardine, which went down
almost to your feet. This wasn't the style at all in
Saint-Germain, which at the time called for black or
for Scotch jackets made from tartan blankets swiped
from parked cars. But those coats were marvelous
for our raids on the cellar of the bar on the corner.
The owner, old Quillet, was something of a charac
ter: he felt that his taxes were excessive, so rather
than pay the state he closed up shop. His customers
went in by the back door, through the courtyard
chiefly old geezers from the Ecole des Beaux-Arts,
people like that.

PIERRE·JOEL B E RLE
ON A MERRY-GO-ROUND
PHOTO: GARANS

You mean it was on illegal barP

You might say that. Now Quillet had a cellar chock
full of white wine from the Loire, pretty dry-we
called it the "exorbitant white" -and we stole cases
and cases of the stuff, because he never locked it up.
We walked into that cellar whenever we felt like it,
and with those vast gabardine coats we could each
stick about eight bottles in the pockets. When we
couldn't drink the whole haul, we would stash the
surplus bottles on a building site down Rue de Buci,
for the next day. The earliest to wake up got to
drink them.
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QUI? DETECTIVE No. 363 (15 JUNE 1953)
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WAYWARD YOUTH
Jean-Michel Mension and Auguste Hommel, 20 years old, are up
before Judge Royer of the Twelfth Magistrate's Court.
Their aspect (we refer to their attire) is very curious, including
apple-green corduroy p ants and ridiculously thick-soled shoes. To
completc the p icture, wild mops of thick-and possibly inhabit
ed-hair. This is seemingly the uniform of a particular rype of
fauna found in Saint-Germain-des-Pres, and it is said to be indis
pensable for shocking the bourgeoisie. E very period, of course,
has had young people revolutionary in their morals and ideas:
Incroyables during the Directory, Romantics under Louis
Philippe, Cubists and Fauvists before 1914, Surrealists in 1920,
zazous in 1943, existentialists courtesy of Monsieur },-P. Same.

But at least all those young people, even if they produced lots of
noise and very little by way of masterpieces, were not thieves,
Mension and Hommel have put the finishing touch to the model:
not satisfied with shocking the bourgeois, they rob them, to boot,
A police inspector spotted them showing great interest in cars
parked on Boulevard Saint-Germain and nearby side streets: their
hands, at the time, were empty; later he saw them again laden
with handbags, cameras, etc. Their hands, in short, were no
longer free. Nor were they free a while later, after the inspector
carted the whole lot-thieves and plunder-off to the local police
station.
Somewhat jocularly no doubt, i t is said o f Judge Royer that he
pulls no punches in dealing with his "clients." Let us be fair: he
knows very well how to weigh the circumstances and when
appropriate to show restraint in the penalty he imposes. I n the
case of these two, who had no police records, and who will be
able to work as soon as they come to understand the inanity and
insaniry of their behavior (which "shocks" no one, by the way),
Judge Royer confined himself to six-month suspcnded sentences
and fines of 12,000 francs for each offender.
By and by, in the corridor outside, our two "heroes" rejoin their
thiasus-ten or so young men, willfully filthy and frenetically
scratching their topknots in hopes of shocking the photographer
and reporter of their dreary cause.
Qui? Detective No. 363 (15 June 1953)
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That was when you and lOft were partners.p
Not in his career as a hotel thief. He was on his own
there. I had no talent in that department.. ..
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What about stealing from cars?
That I did with Joel, yes. But also with others, after
we came out of the bistro. Once I was caught. I was
given a suspended sentence because of my clean
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ty often;

nor were we the only ones-we thought of

it as quite normal. True, Gil Wolman, Jean-Louis
HAN DS OFF THE LETfERISTS!

Brau, and Guy Debord were strictly not involved in

Subsequent to who knows what acts of

this kind of thing; they were honest (not that we

provocation. Pierre-Joel Berl" has just

others considered ourselves dishonest, exactly), but

been arrested.
He is charged with illegally entering

they certainly never moralized about it.

the Catacombs with intent to
steal lead.
Wc refuse to take this accusation
seriously.
The real motives involved are
obviously different.
Being determined to defend freedom
of ex!,ression in France. we riemanel

What was lodlike?
Joel didn't yet have a very clearly defined character.
He was a guy with a great sense of humor, always
thinking up the most amazing things, making

that P.-]. Berle be released forthwith

everyone laugh.... Things like hitchhiking out of

and all charges against him dtopped.

town with nothing in his satchel but a telephone

We nevertheless support any and all
acts of our comrade.
There i s no such thing as an
innocent Letterist.
For the Letterist I nternational:

B ULL DOG B RAU
H AD) MOH AMED DAHOU
GUy-E RNEST DEBORD
GAETAN M. LANGLAIS

directory. Or cooking up all kinds of schemes. It was
Joel who perfected the system for getting into the
Catacombs. There was an element of barter here,
too: the deal was, he agreed to pilfer the lead from
the lamps down there, and in exchange he was
given the d etails of an entrance to the Catacombs on
Rue Notre-Dame-des-Champs. At that time lead

RENE LEIB E

was very valuable, and there was indeed a lot still

JE AN-l\lJCIIEL ,',!ENSION

unfilched down in the Catacombs. He got nabbed

GILJ WOLMAN

one day emerging from a manhole leading to the
sewers-he had a pretty good knowledge of the
undergrou n d geography of the city; there is a
Letterist pamphlet issued in his support on one
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occasion. With the lead coiled around him, he must
have looked like those old-time bicycle racers wear
ing their spare inner tubes like bandoliers. He and I
would still see each other in the bars, but we were
no longer teamed up. Mter Joel and I split up, he
pulled off some bigger jobs, which led to his joining
the Foreign Legion to avoid serving a two-year
prison sentence. As was fairly common, he was sent
to Algeria. Later still, he signed on as a mercenary in
Katanga. For a very long time we thought he was
dead, and it did indeed turn out that he had been
badly wounded in Algeria. Once he paid a return
visit to the neighborhood. It was before '68; he
stayed a couple of days, then moved on. Joel was an
adventurer, but of a different stripe from the adven
turers of the neighborhood--even if there were
some real crooks, some really colorful types among
us. Joel was a thief in a big way, though I gather he
pulled back from the brink eventually, that after
Katanga and all that he straightened up. I don't
know how he did it, exactly-he was headed for a
real life of crime .... So, I came back to the neighbor
hood with Joel, and that was when we all made the
move to Moineau's. The second crossing. From
here to Moineau's must have been roughly three
hundred meters, but this move was even more com
plicated than the earlier one, and we lost even more
people on the way across. Moineau's was a kind of
desert island in the middle of....
From tlte Dupont-Latin to tlte Mabil/on . . . .

Yes, the first journey.
And tlte second:from tlte Mabil/on to Moineau 's.

Which was a very rough winnowing process: people
were afraid to go over there.
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They were rootless children come
from every corner of Europe. Many
had no home, no parents, no papers.
For the cops, their legal status was
"vagrant." Which is why they all
ended up sooner or later in La Sante
prison. We lived in the streets, in
the cafes, like a pack of mongrel
dogs. We had our hierarchy, our
very own codes. Students and
people with jobs were kept out.
As for the few tourists who came
around to gawk at "'existentialists,"
it was all right to con them. We
always managed to have rough
wine and hash from Algcria.
We shared everything.

VAI.l MYERS

VALl MYE RS, AUSTRALIAN ARTIST
PHOTO: ED VAN DER E LSKEN / THE NETHERLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES

The survivors washed up at Moineau's,

That's it. And then it got really crazy. Alcohol,
hash-we smoked hash on a regular basis.
Nowadays everybody smokes hash. Five million
people smoke. In the neighborhood back then hard
ly anybody did. The stuff arrived courtesy of a
fellow called Feuillette, a Moroccan by extraction,
who had a connection and dealt in a small way. Also
via people like Midou (Mohamed) Dahou, who was
a member of the Letterist International, and his
brother-they were our guitarists. They were the
ones who gave us a rhythmic guitar accompaniment
as we were getting blitzed-and they also had hash.
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In France it was the Algerians who had hash. They
were the only people who smoked it-well, ! should
say Algerians and M oroccans, North Africans of one
kind or another. And we were just a tiny group of
people who smoked. Hash then was a very new
thing; you could smoke in the street-nobody had
the faintest idea what it was.

On 9 April 1950, Easter Sunday of that
Holy Year, a smallgroup ofpeople entered the
Cathedral of Notre-Dame in Paris, slipped through
the large crowd gathered there for
High Mass, and approached the altar steps. One of
their number, Miclzel Mouffl!, wore a Dominican �
habit rented the day before for
the occasion. The immutable thousand-ycar-old rite
proceeded normally until the moment of
the Elevation. It was then that the vast silence

blanketing the praying mass was

Where did you buy it.�

riven by the voice

of thefalse Dominican declaiming
asfollOf1J)s:

We used to buy it in Rue Xavier-Privas. The hash
would be stuck in disused mailboxes, wrapped in a
paper cornet like a portion of fries. There wasn't a
single French person down there, apart from us.
There were about ten or twelve of us-not just
Letterists, but those who were not Letterists were
close friends.

Today Easter Day of this Holy Year
here
in the exalted Basilica of Notre-Dame of Paris

I

accuse

the Universal Catholic Church of the lethal
appropriation of our life force in the name of
an empty heaven

I accuse
the Catholic Church of swindling

I accuse the Catholic Church of infecting the

You were really the only French habitues of that street
and its bars?

world with its morality of death
of being a canker on the rotting
Western world.
Verily

Absolutely. There was that street and then there
was Rue Galande, which was not so exclusively
Arab, a little more mixed, but with two or three
strictly Arab bistros. We were the exception.
Hanging out with North Africans was a clear way of
being against the bourgeoisie, against the morons,
against the French. It is hard today to imagine how
we experienced the colonial issue back then-it was
political, but also visceral. And then, after all, there
was also the Surrealist tradition, Surrealism's great
anticolonialist program. It was an elementary thing,
and everyone had that attitude, even kids who had
never been political.

2S

I say unto yeo

God is dead.

We spew up from the blandness of your
moribund prayers
such rich manure for the killing fields
of our E u rope.
Go forth into the tragic and elating desert of a
land where God is dead and work anew this
earth with your bare hands,
with your PROUD hands with your prayerless
hands.
Today, E aster Day of this Holy Year here in
the exalted Basilica of Notre Dame of France,
we proclaim that the Christ-God has died so
that man might have everlasting life.
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To get back to Moineau 's, once you got there, what
happened.:>

MOHAM E D DAHOU
PHOTO: E D VAN DER ELSKEN/

Joel and I felt at home there immediately. It was a
little bistro that even full to overflowing couldn't fit
more than about fifty people-even if the police
said 150. The people in Moineau 's were wildly dif
ferent, they had wildly different stories to tell, but
almost everyone had the same reaction on first
opening the door to the place: the vast majority fled;
the rest said to themselves, "Here it is, this is the
only place for me ! " This group was known to some
people as "the family" ; my own name for it was "the
tribe." Things went on like that for just a little
while, not long at all-but such moments are very
precious in a life, and distinctly rare.

THE NETHE RLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES

Who were the first people you met?

There were some I knew already, like Pierre
Feuillette and Vali, the Australian redhead, an
astonishing girl, visually astonishing, who lived
more or less with Feuillette. There were no bar
philosophers after the fashion of the Mabillon; they
didn't go over there. But there were some people
who were slightly more serious, a little more than
bar philosophers. Among them was Serge Berna,
whom I also knew already. Berna had organized
what we called the Notre-Dame scandal with
Michel Mourre, then wound up at the Grenier des
Malefices, or Garret of Jinxes, an attic inhabited at
one point by a number of neighborhood old-timers;
it was on the top floor of an old building (also in Rue
Xavier-Privas, by the way, but before we started
going there). I know that Ghislain-Ghislain de
Marbaix-went there, for one; also the Marshal, a
painter who had once belonged to the Surrealist
group; Jean-Loup Virmont; Jean-Claude Guilbert,
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CHEZ MOINEAU, 22 RUE DU FOUR
STANDING: FRED, MEL, AND A FRIEND OF VALl'S
SnTING, LEFT TO RIGHT. J EAN-MICHEL MENSION, SERGE B E RNA, VALl, MICHELE BERNSTEIN, JOEL
B E RLE, PAULETTE VIELHOMME, UNIDENTIFIED GIRL
PHOTO: E D VAN DER E LSKEN I THE NETHERLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES
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Those desirous of engaging more
actively in the quest for artificial
parad ises developed an interest in ether.
It was indisputably cheaper than hash,
and a rapid effect was assured. No illegal
traffic was involved, so n o unwelcome
police attention was attracted. There
were still no restrictions on the sale of
ether, and it was readily available from
the nearest pharmacist . . . . When we
heard remarks such as "Cap it, Marce l ! "
w e understood that this meant "Marcel,
keep your mouth closed-you stink of
ethe r ! " When you asked the most seri
ously hooked whether they planned to
continue making canards-i.e., dipping
sugar lumps in ether-the retort you got
was "Don't be silly-we drink it from
the bottle ! "
Moineau's cafe i n Rue d u Four
was one of the temples of this ether cult,
although not all the Letterists who
frequented the place had succumbed
to the habit.
For anyone seeking a provisional refuge,
if only for a day, Moineau's was the ideal
place. This was especially true once the
owners of the Mabillon and the Saint
Claude resolved no longer to put up
wirh

nonconsn mers

in

their res r ective

establishments. The tourists were com
ing in droves now, and extras were no
longer needed. No such development
affected Moineau's, which became the
sole safe harbor of circumstance where
you could, if need be, sleep for a few
hours on a banquette or, when hungry,
allay the pangs with a heaping plate of
rice or potatoes against a very modest
outlay. As refugees from the Mabillon
settled in increasing numbers at
Moineau's, which had never before
known such a crush, there were times
when you had to stand waiting for a
table. Heretofore the clientele had been
almost nonexistent, mainly drinkers of
tap water, but now these lonely few
seemed to be attracting more serious
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whom I'll come back to-they all hung about over
there. In short, a few old-timers lived there or went
over there because they had no other place-it was
a bit like the scene in Renoir's film, The Lower
Depths. It was there that Berna found a manuscript
of Artaud 's, Voyage au Pays des Tarahumaras, I believe
it was. It really was an Artaud manuscript, although
at the time everyone treated Serge Berna as a
crook-easy enough to do since he was indeed
something of a crook! So there were a number of
people that I already knew at Moineau's, including
a giant of a fellow who used to go to La Pergola
sometimes, after returning from Korea (where, inci
dentally, he had never fired a shot, having been
driver to a general). He was an infamous character,
very sweet, and would become one of my very clos
est friends. We called him Fred; his actual name was
Auguste Hommel. Later on, he took up painting
and supposedly sold well in the United States. He
died just recently. What a hulk he was-I called him
my "bear." Then there was the old neighborhood
gang: Garans, Sacha, Clavel-and Youra, who left
later for Brazil; I knew them from the Mabillon,
even from the Dupont-Latin. And lots of new
faces-people I had never seen anywhere else,
belonging mainly to an earlier generation that had
experienced the war. I knew them very little. I have
named the bistros I used to go to, but there were
others in the neighborhood that have now disap
peared or gone bankrupt. One was Chez Fraisse, in
Rue de Seine, a haunt of Robert Giraud, who was
famous for knowing every wine in France. At
Moineau's everyone mingled pretty well, except for
a hard core of old regulars whom we newcomers
obviously pissed off. One of these was Vincente,
who had been the bar's "housemother" before our
arrival. She thought we smoked too much hash, that
we were bringing petty thieves in. The moment
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came when joel, Eliane Derumez, and I started tak
ing ether, and naturally we were getting immediate
ly tossed out of every bar we tried to enter, because
you could smell the stuff. Old Moineau himself
grumbled a bit, but since he was never there in the
day, we were able to get in. We very rarely saw
Moineau-he only came late in the evening, and
even then not every day....

customers. This hole-in-the-wall of a
place, something between a cafe-cum
coal-merchant and a thieves' den, was
being wrenched from its anonymity.
The position was still not brilliant, but
a

glimmer of hope stirred in the heart

of Madame Moineau. Little by little she
began serving real meals, and ancient
aperitifs and spirits were freed at last
from their cowls of dust. There was even
the occasional slummer bent on a red
wine hangover, and before long Madame

What was he like.?

Moineau could afford to engage a bar
maid. Yet, just as in the darkest days,

North African, short, pretty typical.... He worked in
Les Hailes. He had some dough, though. I know
that when he opened his bar he gathered people up
from the streets, friends of his in the neighborhood,
and invited them all in for soup. That's how
Moineau's got started. He was a guy who up until
then had never had anything to do with Saint
Germain-des-Pres. Old Madame Moineau was
French, Breton, I imagine. Well, I say that only
because I have known so many Algerian-Breton
couples, I may well be wrong. I do know that at one
time they had had a cafe in Rue Denoyez, in the
twentieth arrondissement, at the bottom of Rue de
Belleville, an area that was Spanish at the time.
There were no North Africans then, not like now,
and no jews, either. There was a tiny jewish neigh
borhood across the boulevard, in the eleventh.
Anyway, I know that's where their cafe was. I have
a feeling Francis Carco mentions it somewhere.
Old Madame Moineau was a woman whom you
wouldn't have called beautiful; her nose was slight
ly hooked, as I remember. I have a photograph ....
She used to wear a blue apron-she looked more
like a cleaning lady than a cafe owner.

she could be still be seen lunching,
then dining, on a crust of bread dunked
in m ilky coffee.
t-.loineau's soon became the headquarters
of those who later came to be known as
"Situationists." Guy Debord, who would
soon abandon his second forename,
Ernest, was there every day with
Michele Bernstein, today a l iterary
columnist at Liberation. Also in atten
dance was my young comrade Jean
Michel Mension, wearing white trousers
daubed with variegated printer's letters
and Lctterist slogans. At Moineau's I
sometimes met my friends Gil Wolman
and Jean-Louis Brau. There was no
shortage of petty pranksters with a her
metic sense of humor, and not a few
notorious hoaxes were cooked up on
Madame Moineau's banquettes.

A small group that had broken with
Isidore Isou called themselves the
Letterist International. How could any
one then have imagined that some of
their notions foreshadowed the spirit of
May 1 %8, as witness this graffito which
appeared on a wall in Rue M azarine in
1953: "Never Work! " From 1 954 to 1 957,
having left the neighborhood, I more or
less regularly received the bulletin of the
Letterist International, Potlatch. In the
meantime, the International had migrat
ed from l\loineau's cafe to Rue de la
Montagne-Sainte-Genevieve.
MAURICE R,\Jsr· us, I/ne En/once torque et

republicoine (Paris: Manya, 1 992)
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She ron the bistro.p

She was the one that was there all the time, all day
long. M oineau only really came in when he'd fin
ished working or before he went to work. We hard
ly ever saw him.
What about the serving girl?

Her name was M arithe. I found out only later
( because at the time I didn't give a shit) that she
used to sleep with old Moineau. She was young,
really sweet and nice; she lent us money now and
then, stood us drinks. On the face of it, you would
have expected her to be completely lost, having
just arrived from some village. In fact, she had
managed to fit in perfectly and adapt to the ambi
ence. And I think she had a few occasional j ohns in
the neighborhood, a few gentlemen friends who
would give her a few francs from time to time. But
we all got on very well with her. As for old Madame
Moineau, she was a saint, she was our mother dur
ing that period. She cooked for us. I think her food
was awful, actually.
Did she make things easy for you?

Yes, she loved us. Joel, when he pinched things from
hotel rooms, would bring them to old Madame
Moineau the next morning. At first, she wouldn't
want to know about it, then she would relent. She
would take an alarm clock against a bottle of wine.
She would lecture us, but then .... Once, R liane and
I had skipped out from the Hotel des Vosges
nearby, about three hundred meters from
Moineau's, and we had Jean-Claude Guilbert's bags,
too, which we had moved out of the hotel two or
three days earlier-also a moonlight-about two or
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OLD M ADAME MOINEAU AND M ARITHE, THE SERVING GIRL
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JEAN-MICHEL MENSION AND JEAN-CLAUD E GUILB E RT (BACK TO CAME RA)
PHOTO: GARANS

three in the afternoon, when the neighborhood was
dead. All the bags were tossed out the hotel window
and brought over to Moineau's-there must have
been ten or so. Eliane and I went off to panhandle,
get a few francs together, have a few drinks, and we
got back to the bar about an hour later. Fran�ois
Dufrene had helped with the moving, but he had
left. So when we get back to Moineau 's, what do we
see? Old Madame Moineau chatting as calmly and
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politely as you please with the lady who owned the
hotel, who naturally knew perfectly well that we
patronized Moineau's. The two old ladies gave us
a talking-to, how it was no way to behave, blah,
blah, blah. We swore we 'd pay the bill-but, of
course, we never did. We couldn't have-it wasn't
a question of right and wrong, it was an insur
mountable practical problem. Yes, she adored us,
that old lady. At the same time she must have
hoped that we'd come to our senses, and that no ill
would befall us first. She really loved us a lot-we
were like her grandchildren.

J EAN-MICHEL AND FRED
PHOTO: E D VAN DER E LSKEN/
THE NETHERLANDS P HOTO ARCIIIVES

The life of the Situationist International

So despite the drinking, the hashish, the ether, you were
tolerated at Moineau's.

cannot be disentangled from Saint
Germain-des-Pres and the climate
that once reigned in that neighborhood.
The Letterist International had set up

Yes, yes--except for the ether. The fact is, though,
that if old Moineau, when he came in as he some
times did around midnight, had made too much of a
fuss, everybody would have scrammed. We would
simply have found another Moineau's. So he didn't
say too much. With the ether, it wasn't so much that
it was a drug, more that it smelled bad. Or so they
said-we couldn't know. You can drink ether, you
know. I never drank it neat, but at one point, when
we used to go to Belleville, to my house, in the day
time when my parents weren't there, we used to
make ether cocktails.

its headquarters at Moineau's, a low
dive in Rue du Four where the
Letterists were joined by h itherto
unaffiliated young revolutionaries.
Drugs, alcohol, and girls (especially
underage girls) were part of the folklore
of the Letterist International, as
revealed in certain slogans of that
time which, curiously enough, reap
peared on the walls of Paris in May

1968: "Never work! " "Ether is freely
available," or "Let us live ! "
E LIANE B RAU, L e Situationnisme o u fa

nouvelle internationafe (Paris: Nouvelles
E ditions Debresse, 1968)

What were they IikeP

There were always bottles of liquor at my par
ents'-they'd sit there for years, because my people
weren't drinkers; the liquor was for guests. We used
to mix whatever was left in those bottles, add a lit
tle ether, and drink the whole thing down.
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You still ended up the night going home to your parentsP

PAULETIE VIELHOMME AND
M ICHELE BERNSTEIN PLAYING CHESS AT
MorNE AU'S
PHOTO: E D VAN DER ELSKEN/
THE NETHERL ANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES

There was a whole period during which I would go
home to my parents' place at dawn. All things con
sidered, I imagine they preferred that to my being
in jail. I had my key, I let myself in, grabbed what
ever there was to eat, and left before they got back
home.
It wasn 't contemptfor thefamily that motivatedyou, thenP

No, no. I had a pressing need for freedom, and I
seized the opportunity.
Did you feel you hadfound that freedom by landing up
at Moineau 'sP

Without a doubt. I had found a kind of family-one
very different from the family in the narrow sense,
because everybody was a member of it. Not every
body, I mean, but most of the people at Moineau's
were friends. This one or that one would have the
odd bugbear, naturally. but nothing serious. And
then, before long, I found myself belonging to the
Letterist International.
Did you know the Letterist International people before
you got to Moineau 'sP

Not the Letterist International, no. I knew Isou, I
knew about Letterism. I knew they produced
Letterist poems, because I had definitely been to
Isou's recitals at Le Tabou, things of that sort.
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PIERRE FEUILLE1TE AND GUY DEBORD ON
BOULEVARD SAINT-M ICHEL

And wh o were the first Letterists y o u started talking to
in Moineau 's?

The first, I think, was Guy-except for Berna,
whom I knew from before. Anyway, even though he
signed the founding document of the LI, Berna
never took part in the group's activity. As a guy well
known in the neighborhood, he was useful. In a sim
ilar way, there were many people around Isou who
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were not Letterists at all. Everything worked In
terms of informal groups, not organizations.
You didn 't discuss anything before joining the LI?

Yes, I'm sure we did. But, look, I was ready from the
word go. Ten seconds after Guy mentioned it to me,
I was in agreement. If the idea was to stir the shit, of
course I was in agreement. No problem there. The
first day I spent with Guy that I can remember clear
ly was 24 September 1952, the day I celebrated my
eighteenth birthday. Reaching eighteen was very
important to me because it was the penal majority,
meaning that from eighteen on you could no longer
be sent to a reform school, you could only be sent to
prison. You knew that you were going to prison for
one month, three months, ten years, whatever it
was. With reform school there was what was called
the "twenty-one" rule, because, if I'm not mistaken,
imprisonment before the age of twenty-one had
been abolished at the Liberation. First, you would
be in an observation center, and then if you misbe
haved you would go up another rung, until step by
step you found yourself staying inside for a very
long time indeed, without ever knowing when you
were getting out. That was what was sinister about
it-you were not charged and found guilty of a
specific act, instead you were treated as a deviant,
as a slightly bizarre creature; it was as though you
were expected to straighten up on every count.
Reformatories were straightening-up establish
ments, as their name indeed implies, although that
is the opposite of the reason they were set up. What
they really did was make a social issue of the
"crime" of being young. But when I reached
eighteen I became a normal guy who could go to
prison just like everyone else.
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And where did you celebrate that birthday?

E LIANE AT MOINEAU'S
P HOTO: E D VAN DER ELSKEN/
THE NETHERLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES

My birthday party was on the sidewalk across the
boulevard from the Mabillon. I rather think the
metro station there was closed at the time. I was
drinking-drinking vin ordinaire on the sidewalk
with Debord. Other people came along; I was pan
handling, and so were they. Not Debord-but then
Debord had money; he got living expenses from his
family, because officially he was a student. People
with allowances-there were surprisingly many of
them- made it possible for the rest of us who were
flat broke to survive. That was another difference:
the habitues of the Mabillon didn't dare panhandle,
whereas quite a few jokers from Moineau's had con
cluded that it was a perfectly acceptable means of
subsistence.
I can't say too much about my eighteenth birth
day, though, because I ended up dead drunk. But I
do recall that we stayed there across from the
Mabillon for hours, with everyone coming by to
shake hands, have a drink with us, or give us a cou
ple of francs. I must have been on that sidewalk
most of the day, drinking from the bottle-I was
drinking red, I think, and Guy white. That's right,
I had red, so he must have had white. I don't know
where I ended the day, I don't know whether I fin
ished up at the police station that night or not,
whether they arrested me or not. I haven't the
slightest recollection.
But that was the beginning of your friendship with
Debord.P

That was the beginning of our friendship; we sealed
it that day, so to speak. After that we went drinking
together every day or almost every day for several
months. We would go drinking, just the two of us,
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Guy with his bottle and I with mine. He was usual
ly the one to pay; occasionally I had money, but as
a rule he bought, then we would go to Cour de
Rohan, a little courtyard off Rue de l'Ancienne
Comedie, and settle down in the passageway
there are some steps there, and we would sit on the
bottom step, holding forth. In other words, we
would set the whole world to rights while polishing
off a liter or perhaps two liters of wine. That was our
aperitif, in a manner of speaking, before we went
over to Moineau's.
So you solved the world's problems, did you, in those
conversations.?

We pulled the world apart and put it back together
again-and I imagine there was more of the former
than of the latter. Still, it was fairly important work:
they were real discussions. Guy, for his part, was
highly cultivated, enormously well read. I was rebel
lion incarnate, and I guess that was what interested
Guy-that and my stay in the reformatory; and
then, too, the fact that apart from representing
revolt I was different from most of the neighbor
hood people, for whom artistic creation counted for
nothing, had no place in their universe ....
Was Debordfascinated by people on the lam from society?

On the lam in one way or another, yes. Fascinated,
though, not always. Some people came from differ
ent backgrounds, or had different histories, went to
prison for other reasons. He had a particular fascina
tion with young people, like me, or like E liane,
whom he lived with for a spell. Well, "lived with" is
not quite right-it was complicated. E liane later
became E liane Brau, after having been E liane
Mension. Yes, I think Debord was somewhat
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p a r i s S·

fascinated by the reformatory or, more precisely, by
prison: he thought it was right, it was normal, to go
to prison if you led that type of life ....
What did you get out of those conversations on the steps
in Cour de Rohan?

I had the impression that I saw things a little more
clearly; above all, that I was dealing with someone
who had ideas about the best way to destroy the
world that surrounded us. I was in a primitive state,
but Guy had started, I wouldn't say to theorize,
exactly, but, well, he would never have signed
"General Strike" ; he signed things just as violent,
but more elaborate. In a way, with us, it was one
hand washing the other. This was really the first
time I had met a guy who gave me the feeling he
was beginning to answer the questions I had been
asking myself about a world that was not my world,
either East or West, either the Stalinist side or the
bourgeois side. And an answer had to be found. Or
rather, you weren't obliged to find an answer, you
could live without a reply, you could live just for
alcohol and dope; of course, that was possible; but I
wasn't made that way and I wanted solutions. It was
on that basis that I began talking with Guy, and he
opened a door for me essentially because I was no
longer asking those questions all by myself. Until
then, the neighborhood had offered a total rebellion,
not on everyone's part but on the part of a good
number of the guys that were there, of the girls that
were there: a thoroughgoing revolt that lasted a
longer or shorter period of time, depending on the
person. But with Guy there was the search for an
answer, the will to go beyond revolt, and that was
what was exciting to me. It also gave me a chance to
go more deeply into what had shaken me up so
much in my reading. I discovered that one could try
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to find solutions in a rotten world. Which is not to
say that we proposed to live in that world: at that
time we didn't think in terms of living or not living.
We didn't think of suicide, either. I used to drink
like a fish, so did the others, but we were not suici
dal: it was more self-destructiveness. I don't know
whether the distinction is clear, but we truly didn't
ask ourselves such questions. I don't think people
commit suicide, really: I think they try to commit
suicide, and those who really try to kill themselves
succeed, but in most cases it's baloney. There's
something there, of course: people don't behave
like that by chance. Guy helped me not to plunge
immediately into the depths. Not to become an
alcoholic, a full-time gigolo, a thief, whatever you
like. He helped me remain somewhat in the world
of ideas and not follow the same path as, say, Joel. I
am not sure that I would have done so in any case
I'm not gifted in that department-but, thanks to
Guy, I used my brain. Thanks to Guy, Gil, and also
Jean-Louis, at that time. Guy was useful to me in
the sense that because of him I kept a grip on
reality-a grip on dreams, too, as strange as that
sounds. Dreams are also a kind of reality.

GUy-E RNEST DEBORD

What was your perception of Debord the man?

The impression I retain of Guy is that, in fact, he
liked me and that we were also pals, not necessarily
the case with everyone .... True, it impressed him
that I had been in the reformatory, but it also inter
ested him. I was a youngster who had done things
that he was incapable of doing. In a way, I was the
existential principle and he was the theoretician; he
must have been searching in me for the kind of
trigger that causes someone to snap one day and
begin living without rules. He himself had never
done that: he was still thinking, still exploring, and
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for a few months there I supplied Guy with some
thing of a point of reference for what youth revolt
could be like. Youth revolt was very much an "in"
thing just then. For example, the Marc,O and
Dufrene group, another splinter of the Letterists,
were publishing Le Soulevement de 10 Jeunesse
[Youth Rising Up]. So, yes, I was a model, but Guy
had others to choose from. No doubt he chose me
because I also had a thinking, bookish, intellectual
side to me. This was true of Ivan Chtcheglov, too
far more than me, in fact. Guy didn't take as models
people who were bound to crack up or people who
went too far. He had relationships with such people,
but more as bodyguards, guys who stood for force,
for organized crime, so to speak-like Ghislain, for
instance. Between me and Guy there was no rela
tionship of domination, because I didn't give a
flying fuck. And I was perfectly aware, it was
obvious, that he knew more than me, had read tons
of things that I hadn't read-things he told me all
about. So I learned a lot, which got me out of having
to read and out of regretting having quit school. Guy
taught me stuff on thinkers, on thought, and I
taught him stuff about practice, action. He needed
to know what he was doing-not me. Here was one
guy who was intelligent, an explorer, a seeker, and
another fellow-me, as it happened-who after his
fashion completely rejected the world we lived in;
that was the real connection between us. In a word,
we were hell-bent on blowing that world

to

smithereens together-Guy was the perfect partner
for that.

One gets the feeling that as he went along Debord had
encounters that allowed him to change course and that
he then went on to the next stage, to another sphere.
Would you agree with that?
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There was something of that. I would not go so far
as to say that he took the best people had to offer
and incorporated it into his own system, but, yes,
there was something of that. There's nothing repre
hensible in that, though--quite the contrary. Guy
had a lot of finesse, he had great psychological judg
ment. From one angle, he was very amiable
that was Guy, too. But, of course, he was always
goal-oriented, and he was like that because he was
on a quest. There was another side to Guy, too, a
certain courage: he was always prepared to break off
relations even though he didn't always know what
he would find next. He took the risk of finding him
self alone. And he was always very strict about it: he
never maintained a contact when he no longer cared
to, except for minor utilitarian reasons. I never
understood, for example, why he kept a moron like
Conord around; perhaps he found him amusing, and
it's true Conord was practicaL .. I can see it perfect
ly well with Midou: Midou was a really good
comrade who had nothing to do with literature,
didn 't give a hoot about it, a buddy of Guy's, and he
naturally had a role in the group. It would be hard to
say that Guy was a man of action, but his thinking
was a form of action-he had no wish to become
trapped in a soliloquy. He had an aim in life that was
a little better defined than ours. We had an aim all
right, a very general aim, which was to overthrow
the world as it was and then put our heads together
as to what we might put in its place. Guy, at least,
had a vision of how the world might be changed. We
others remained at a rather primary level. I myself
did have a notion about the eighth art, about the
transcendence of art: I believed that the only real art
was life itself. I believed this before I knew Guy
it was another reason why we ever met.
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So you and Debord would see each other in the daytime,
go drinking, go to the cafis, have discussions . . . .
Late afternoon as a rule, because usually I got up
late; he got up much earlier. He was living in a hotel
in Rue Racine; I have no idea at all what he did in
the mornings. He had a more or less regular life in
terms of the hours he kept: he never went home
really late. During the whole time I knew Guy, I
used to get home in the morning five minutes after
my mother left for work. He would call it a night
fairly early, around midnight or one; he rarely closed
Moineau 's, and I suppose he must have been in the
habit of leaving when he felt he'd reached his limit,

JEAN-MICHEL AND FRED

had enough to drink. He was methodical that way.

PHOTO: ED VAN DER ELSKEN/

He must have drunk alone before I met him about
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six or so. I never saw Debord dead drunk. I remem
ber a few occas ions when he got close, but he never
took that fatal glass that would have put him over
the edge, whereas for me fatal glasses were the rule.

Did you ever visit him in Rue Racine?
Once or twice. I was quite taken aback to find him
in the role of a gent in a dressing gown, very con
ventional, very bourgeois, you know, the maroon
robe with the cord and all that. I thought, "Well,
that's odd," but I never pursued it any further.

Most of your time was given over to drinking, then?
Yes, we even held contests. All you had to do was
take a small beer glass and fill it, not with beer, but
with Negrita rum. So you' d have a glass containing
twenty-five centiliters of rum and you had to down
it in one go. It was natural selection-well, not so
natural, come to think of it.
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How many contestants at the start?

There weren't a whole lot, because everybody was a
bit scared. As winners, there were five, including
Guy, me, of course, Joel, I think, and two other
clowns-big Fred and Feuillette, if memory serves.
And how many glasses of rom did you have to drink?

Just one, and if you managed to drink it in one draft
you would become a member of the-well, of the
real tipplers.
The brotherhood?

No, we certainly didn't like that word-I almost said
it myself, but it wasn't that exactly.
But there was a little of that?

True, but there was also an element of trying to kill
yourself more quickly: we used to drink bottles of
wine in one go, liters of beer-they were called
fo rmidables-in one go, too. We had a pretty
remarkable capacity-tolerance, I suppose it was.
Maybe some of us began drinking as a copycat
thing. After all, some people get into politics
because they make love to a member of the
Communist Party. But to take people individually,
Guy began drinking before I knew him, very young;
Brau likewise started drinking very young, before I
knew him; Guilbert started drinking very young, in
'44 or '45. Then we joined forces. We were all
drinkers already. Well, maybe not all, but certainly
those I've named. And Joel started drinking-he
was already drinking when I met him. At Moineau's
were people who drank seriously. It was one of the
reasons people went there. Those who didn't drink
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never came to Moineau's, they stayed over at the
Mabillon. We were always at Moineau's, and we
were broke. You would arrive, and there'd be five
people at the table saying, "How much dough have
you got?" You'd check your pockets and say, "Fifty
francs." At the time a hand-drawn liter of wine cost
eighty francs. A table of seven might order a bottle,
then empty it into the seven glasses-according to
each person's thirst, mind you. As soon as someone
else arrived the ritual would be repeated.
Guy always drank in an amazing way, taking
little sips from morning till night. You didn't notice
him drinking, the result being that it was hard to say
that he was in an alcoholic state. But he was stewed.
One day a fellow started punching Guy out, and he
had drunk so much that he was incapable of defend
ing himself. We took turns going outside to give the
attacker some of his own medicine. I remember
Jean-Claude coming back in saying, "I gave him a
good whack," things like that. Then Tonio gets to
his feet. "OK, I'm going out there," he says; when
he gets back, he goes, "I think he's bleeding a
little," and so on.
Brau was one person who at a very young age
was completely alcoholic. When he collected his
pay or whatever it was, his pension from who knows
where, we would practically drink it all up in a night.
When Fonta sold a painting, he would usually come
by Moineau 's, then a few of us would tie one on and
emerge only at dawn. Events of this sort were fre
quent, so there were many days of complete drunk
enness. There were times, too, when there wasn't
much to drink-no more, say, than a bottle per hour.
Alcohol flowed in a perpetual stream, but there were
stones in that stream, it was a stream that dried up
somewhat according to the hour of the day. For
myself, I drank because I couldn't live without it. It
was simple, nothing to do with good or bad
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intentions: to survive, to go on l iving, I had to have
hash and alcohol.
What else did you do at Moineau s aside from drinking.%>

We used to sing at Moineau's. We sang a lot, we
played chess, we talked books, we fell out over ... let
me tell you the story of the game of truth, a
wonderful story. The game of truth was a big fad at
the time among the mandarins, among fancy people
in general. The game would end very badly because
you ask questions and everyone must respond with
the absolute truth. You would hear that such and
such a painter had broken off relations with some
other painter because the second one had slept with
the first one's daughter. . . . In other words, the game
was wreaking havoc in grownup society, and one day
someone said, "Hey, let's play the game of truth
here at Moineau's." So we sat down and played the
game of truth. Of course, it wasn 't along the lines of,
"Say, Paul, have you ever slept with Franl(oise?"
"Why, yes, as you well know, " etc., etc. Because
there was nothing to say, nothing at all: everyone
knew everything. So very quickly the game broke
up amidst monstrous bickering: "I always thought
you had Trotskyist tendencies ! " "It's time you got
rid of your stupid Bukharinism ! " It soon turned into
a grand talking shop: "Fundamentally you still have
an attachment to Surrealis m ! " "Well, you are still a
little tempted by the Communist Party!" "Once a
Trotskyite, always a Trotskyite ! " Moineau 's was
such a free place that no one really had any
secrets from anyone else. The only thing our game
of truth could produce was "You unreconstructed
Surrealist ! " and the like. It was truly a fine moment.
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AlIBEBVI I .I .I I·: HS CONFERENCE,
7 DECE�lIl EH 1 ')S2
S E R(;E B E W',\, J EAN L. BRAli, Gl Y
E R:-.JESI DEBORIl, G I L J WOL�I.\:,\

1 . Adoption of the principle of the
majority. Should it be impossible
to obtain a majority, debate to be
resumed on a new basis susceptible
of producing a majority. Principle of
the lise of names by the majority.

Z. Appropriation of the critique of
the arts and certain of its contribu
tions. I t is in the transcendence
of the arts that everyth ing has
yet to be done.

4. Extreme prudence in the presenta
tion of personal works for which the
LI might seem to be responsible.

-Ipso /ilrlo exclusion for any act of
collaboration with Isouist acti\'ities,
even in defense of the LI.
-Exclusion of anyone publishing a
commercial work under their name.

3. Members of the Letterist
International prohibited from
defending a regressive morality;
precise criteria to be worked out.
In settlement of all accounts.
Aubervillicrs, 7 December 1952
S i £na(Ures:
BRAl:, D E BORD, B ERNA, WOLMAN

How did you come to meet the other LetteristsP

Gil and Jean-Louis I met a few days after Guy,
because he introduced me to them. It was the very
beginning of the Letterist periodical, Internationale
Lettriste. They came to Moineau's, we drank, we
smoked hash, and from one day to the next they
became my friends. Our coming together found
concrete expression in the second issue of
Internationale Lettriste, just a small mimeographed
paper. I was the first new member of the group, but
the others already had a shared history. Debord,
Wolman, and Brau were the original three. This trio
plus Berna made up the foursome who founded the
Letterist International, and I was the first to join
after that.
The founding trio already had ideas. They had
split off from the original Letterists in what might
be described as a leftward direction, and if they
didn't have a program exactly, they certainly had
something clearly thought out in their heads. The
other, "historic" Letterists-Isou, Pomerand, and
Lemaitre-were slightly older and distinctly more
oriented toward poetic and artistic activity. The
break had occurred in November 1 952, in connec
tion with the leaflet against Chaplin signed by
Debord, Berna, Brau, and Wolman, from which
Isou, Pomerand, and Lemaitre disassociated
themselves.
Wasn 't

the

Letterist

Internattonal founded

at

Aubervilliers?

Officially, yes. I didn't go. I knew the Letterists
already, but I didn't go for a very simple reason:
intoxication, severe intoxication, added to the fact
that I had been arrested along with another friend,
Patrick Straram-who also signed a number of
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LI texts, by the way, and who later went to
Canada. There he became a sort of guru of the
avant-garde, wearing a feather on his head and
adopting an Indian name, Bison Ravi. Before
leaving France, he wrote a book that was turned
down everywhere, a book that i n fact recounted
an evening at Moineau 's, a night at Moineau's,
and a derive all the way from Moineau's to the
nearest bistro. It was never published, which is a
pity, because it is the finest account of the neigh
borhood as it was at that time. I recall that I played
a small part in the narrative: all I said was, "OK,
Nero," but I said it at regular intervals. Anyway,
Guilbert was in it, and the whole gang at Moineau's
was described with, I think, great talent; it was very
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well done, an excellent portrayal of life then, with
its continual excesses.
Straram drank like a fish. He was always getting
into tight spots because he didn't hold his drink
well, and he would do really stupid things. Several
times he wound up in a cell, even in the mental
hospital. Once he spent a fortnight there and didn't
want to come out. Another time he had a skinful of
absinthe someone had brought back from Spain;
since he was still a minor and had already been in
trouble, he was very afraid of his mom and dad. Not
surprising when you think about it-he still had a
maid 's room in Rue de la Tour in the sixteenth
arrondissement. He was on Avenue de I'Opera
threatening passersby with a knife, saying, "Tell me
the way to such and such a street or I'll kill you."
Naturally, the cops appeared and asked, "What's the
idea, young fellow?" And he denied and kept on
denying-it was really crazy-that he had drunk
more than a glass. The authorities concluded that he
was insane and locked him up in Ville- E vrard. It was
Totor the Drunk, so called because he didn't drink
much at all, who managed to get him out of there.
As a matter of fact, his real name wasn 't Totor,
either; it was Renaud. Renaud wanted to be a psy
chiatrist. But it was a real job getting Patrick out of
th at bin. All that trouble for nothing: if only he had
said in the first place, "I've drunk half a bottle of
absinthe," he would simply have been arrested for
public drunkenness and delivered directly to
Monsieur and M adame Straram's, where, of course,
he would have been in deep doo-doo again.
To get back to Aubervilliers, what the guys told
me when they got back was that they had thrown a
bottle in the sea-meaning the Aubervilliers
Canal---c o ntaining the founding document of the
LI. Gil, Jean-Louis, and Guy were definitely there,
but I can't guarantee that Berna was. In any case,
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Berna was pretty much outside the LI. He was the
oldest of old-timers in the neighborhood, and his
reputation was founded on that-quite rightly.
Berna was older than you?

Yes, he must have belonged to the generation of
'25-'26, people who remembered the heyday
which I didn 't-of the cigarette traffic at the
Liberation, with the Americans and everything.
Berna was a pretty brilliant guy.

Did you know others who had been involved in the
cigarette traffic?

JEAN-CLAUDE GUILBERT PLAYING
ARSENE IN ROBE RT BRESSON'S
MOUCHETTE

There was Jean-Claude Guilbert, born in '26-a
real character, to say the least. He had arrived in the
neighborhood with a Surrealist poet whose name
escapes me-a young guy, who wrote for a time,
took up painting, and then committed suicide. The
two of them lived in Rue de Crimee, but Guilbert's
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chief destination when he arrived in Paris was
Pigalle, which he soon found to be a fairly danger
ous place. He had been a professional gambler, and
he was barred, like many professional gamblers,
from the casinos. Very few last long in that line,
unless they are true geniuses. Anyway, Guilbert had
made his living like that for a time, following ship's
captains in Rouen: he was very young at the time
and had a remarkable capacity for alcohol (which he
never lost, by the way), and his job was to get those
captains drunk; meanwhile, the guys would be cart
ing off crates of cigarettes and liquor.... In short, he
had had a pretty lively youth. After attending Lycee
Corneille, he landed in the neighborhood. He was
still somewhat serious, however. He had a job of
sorts. When we met him he was officially head of
personnel in a small TV factory, but he was urging
the girls who worked there to strike, so he didn't
stay there long! Little by little he became like us.
He had all the right qualities for it. He had an
immense intelligence and completely rej ected
society. I wouldn't say that he was a more powerful
figure than Guy, but it would be a close call. He
always refused to acknowledge his own intellectual
capacity: he worked for years in the country-at
Bonnieux in the Vaucluse and in Belle-lIe, in vari
ous different parts over a period of years. He worked
as a mason, among other things-he worked contin
ually in a desperate attempt to make people think
he had really become something other than an intel
lectual. Of course, nobody ever believed this. There
was one short episode in his life that was a little dif
ferent: he had bumped into Jacques Kebadian,
Bresson's assistant director, and Kebadian got him to
do some film acting. He has an important role in
Balthazar, also in Mouchette. Apart from that, he was
a mythical drinker. I remember one day he got out
of the police station and showed up at Chez
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Georges. He promptly asked for one glass of every
single drink in the har. There must have been thir
ry different kinds of liquor behind that bar, and he
drank the lot. Guy would never have pulled a stunt
like that; it was pure Guilbert-style alcoholic mad
ness. When I met Guilbert, in '52, he was receiving
an allowance from his parents, a small one, but
enough to survive on. We would drink it up the first
night, or at least we would drink up what little was
left of it after outstanding debts had been covered.
The morning after not a sou would be left of
Guilbert's allowance, the same thing the next
month and the same thing the month after that. He
used to hang out at Moineau's, but he was never part
of the group.
When Debord kicked us out, E liane and I
found ourselves back at Moineau 's, and I became
closer to Jean-Claude. I wouldn't say that we
became buddies-it was something else, not a
teacher, either-but he was one of the only guys,
maybe the only guy, whose advice I ever listened to,
the only guy who I felt knew better than I did about
some things. His advice was very functional, very
practical. He wasn't the one who told me, "Never
admit anything" -that was my mother when I was
very small-but he gave me advice about how to
deal with society: never cave in, always refuse,
never let yourself be had, hold out to the end. In his
own way-quite different from my way or Guy's
he did hold out to the end. He never caved in: he
was always an absolute thorn in the flesh to sociery.
In the words-that-kill department, he was the
champion along with Guy-in those days he was
even better at it than Guy. Once, when he was in La
Sante, he wrote a letter to the prison director asking
for a fork on the grounds that in view of the size of
his jaws he was unable to eat with a spoon. It was a
brilliant letter-people used to ask Jean-Claude for
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RAYMON D HAINS AND F RAN(,:OIS DUFRENE
PI IOTOG RAPHED
B Y JACQUES DE LA VII.LEGLE

advice on letter writing. Debord wasn't then known
so much for his wicked pen. He was nice when he
wrote-except, of course, for the texts against Isou,
but even they were literary, so to speak, rather than
insulting. No doubt he caught up later, with a
vengeance. You could say, in the end, that
Moineau's wasn 't big enough for two intelligences
like Guy's and Jean-Claude Guilbert's, so one of
them had to go. In any case, Jean-Claude's path was
a purely individual one. He could never have done
what Guy was doing. Success for Jean-Claude was
success at doing nothing.
You say there wasn 't room enough room for two such
intelligences at Moineau 's. I've heard something similar
said of Hundertwasser, the Austrian painter, who also
passed through Moineau 's.

Quite possible. There were characters like that;
several passed through the cafe. Hundertwasser
himself we rejected the day Michele Bernstein
brought him by in his woolen hat. He failed the
entrance test. It was a pretty closed world in there.
and there was a selection process that was arbitrary
in the extreme. But I don't recall much about
Hundertwasser. I have clearer memories of Fuchs,
the other painter who became famous later, and the
little lady he lived with. Fuchs was something of a
crank, something of a mystic, who smoked hash, I
think, but wasn't part of the gang. We used to see
the two of them, and two or three times at most we
found ourselves together on the banquette. But
Fuchs was in Moineau's on a fairly regular basis at
one point; we knew more or less that he painted,
because he or his girlfriend always had a cardboard
box containing drawings, sketches. A bit reminis
cent of German Romanticism. Or Hieronymus
Bosch. I don't really know what became of him
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afterward; I'd see his name in the paper from time
to time . . . . The pair of them were neighborhood fig
ures, absolutely part of the scene. Though perhaps
they drank less than us.

At Moineau's I got to know some
friends of I )ufrene's who at that time
were no longer on good terms with
him, having had differences of opinion.
Bur the first person to take me there
was Jean-Michel Mension. I had met

Getting back to Guilbert, did you stay In touch with
him?

him at Cafe de la Pergol a by the
Mabillon metro station. I was seated
next to an enormous girl, who must
have weighed at least three hundred

His whole life, yes. I went and lived with him in the
Vaucluse at one s tage. I kept up contact when he

kilos, and Jean-Michel l\lension and
a friend of his came over to say hello,
because they knew her. Jean-Michel

was in Belle-lie-he stayed there for a few years

had a drink with us, and i t was after

and it was me who found his body. . . .

that that I began going to Moineau's
with him.
During vacation I was working

What were the circumstances.%'

on the abstract film with Villegle at

He had cancer of the larynx. Naturally, he refused to

Jean-Michel informing us that he had

Saint-Servan when a letter arrived from

get it treated, and he died in his bed. He lived in the

met a very charming person named
Guy Debord. Debord knew Wolman

ninth arrond issement, in a rather pretty little street;

and Brau because they had all been in

there was a big courtyard, an old barracks I think . . . .

the Letterist movement together,
before breaking with Isou.
As for Serge Berna, whom we men

You found him when you went to pay him a visit?

tioned earlier, he was also a regular at
Moineau's, but I knew him from much

Every Tuesday, in principle, there was a lunch
meeting

of

neighborhood

veterans,

and

one

Tuesday Jean-Claude didn't show up. I telephoned,
and he told me he was feeling tired. I went by his
place the next day, but nobody came to the door.

earlier, from the time of my arrival in
Paris, when he was encouraging Michel
Mourre to precipitate the "Notre
Dame scandal." While Dufrene and
Marc,O were organizing their Youth
Rising Up movement, Debord, Brau,
and Berna were founding their dissi

The next day after that I said to my girlfriend,

dent Letterist International, destined

"Listen, we 'd better go over there." Still no answer

a

at the door. We called the firemen, and they went in
through the window. I found him just in his shirt
lying on the bed, dead. So, there it was, we buried
him. That was in

few years later to become one of the

components of the Situationist
International.
INTERVIEW OF RAnlON D HAINS BY
AUDE BODE'!' (PARIS, 3 M AY 1 988)

'91 .

How did lean-Claude Guilbertfeel about the old days?
He

still

had

fond

feelings

for

Debord

and

Wolman-enormously fond. He was still buddies
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Such young l ,ctterists as Gil J \Volman
and Jean-l ,ouis B rau had met at the
young poets group of the Communists'
National Writers' Committee (Cf\;E),
then under the decrepit thumb of

with Sach Strelkoff. He loved Raymond Hains for
his clowning, his wordplay, his way of talking about
art. He had very good memories of those days, of old
Serge, of the old gang and everything.

Elsa 1fiolet.
An anecdote sums up the atmosphere
that reigned at the CNE. In the great
drawing room, i n a

In O � [

bourgeois

manne-r, each poet would recite in tllrn,
leaning against a monumental fireplace.
Seated in a circle, the audience would
then grade the poem on a scale of 1 to

1 0, all the while scrutinizing Elsa
' I riolet's features

to

sec whether a low

or a high mark was desired. Madeleine
Rithud would then take up the scores
and C"!c,, iclte the averages, and the
most h ighlv rated poems would be
publ ished the Friday following in

Ifs /'d/rrs Frrm{f/isfs. During one of
these sessions, Jean-Louis Brau read
a poem of no great interest, in the
Dadaist manner, on workers' struggle.
Disdainfully Triokt remarked,
"II <lime Anaud": "He l ikes Artaud."
Some of her roadies h eard this as
"'II cst marrcal/'-"IIe is cracked"
and hastened to pile on with, "Why,
Vf""_

h f"; 'C;;

('om [llf"Tf"iy

What of Raymond Hains?

i n �� m (� " :.l n cl

0;:0

on, to the point where a general brawl
broke alit!
Play i n the [Letterist] sense is closely
akin ro what Wolman calls smoke and
mirrors [Ii/mis/erie]: "With Wolman, you
never knnw whether i t
i s a r t or filth. Don't wait for him to sit
down at the table. I know him, He is
l ikely to cloud the issue. He is a
confusionist. The thought that steers
the mind forward does not partake of
reason, but is all smoke and mirrors.
Self-transcendence (smoke
and mirrors) springs from all creative
works." (Gil J Wolman)

ELlANE B RAU, Lr Situatiolltlisme ou la
nouvelle internationalr (Paris:

N ouvelles E d itions Debresse, 1%8)
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Hains was a character who didn't exactly belong to
the group but whom we saw quite often, He was
less voluble than he is today, but he talked a fair
amount all the same. Always out of time, out of this
world, on his own planet ....
I worked on a film of his, called Penelope-need 
less to say, it was never completed. It consisted of
pictures of Raymond Hains, If I'm not mistaken, he
used a "hypnagogoscope," which was simply a cam
era with a fluted lens instead of a clear one, which
systematically distorted the image. He had it
mounted on a kind of rail. He had knocked the
thing together himself, and it produced blotches
that were continually changing. E liane and
Spacagna-another member of the tribe whom I'd
met about the same time as Dufrene-were the
ones who acted as in-betweeners, like the people
who draw for animated films, And I would do the
developing in a little darkroom. Jacques de la
Villegle was there, too, of course-he used to work
with Hains. This went on for several months: we
were trying to make a film but could never get it fin
ished. That was impossible with Hains, in any case,
so it was hardly important.
A few years ago, Hains had a retrospective at
Beaubourg-I think it was two years late opening,
The museum management lent him a little flat in
Rue Quincampoix, just behind Beaubourg on the
corner of Rue de Venise. The place also served as a
studio while the exhibition was being prepared,
Well, Hains stayed in that flat for far more than two
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years: first the exhibition was delayed and that gave
him an extra year, and then he stayed on for six
months after the show closed, supposedly oversee
ing the move. After the six months, his friends
moved all his stuff out and put it in Brancusi's
former studio. And when the Brancusi place was
fixed up, apparently some works of Hains's were
thrown out.
And it was at Hains's place that I began my rela
tionship with Eliane-sometimes we slept on thou
sands, even millions of francs. We used to spend the
night there often-there were two beds. La Villegle,
Hains's big buddy at the time, would be there, and
other people would come by. Hains would be in one
bed, Jacques in the other, so we would often end up
on the floor, but not so much on the floor as on top
of a thick layer of torn posters. Considering the price
those posters fetched a few years afterward (not
quite so much now, I hear), well, you would have to
say we were sleeping on a fortune-and it did us no
harm at all !

JACQUES DE LA VILLEGLE
PHOTO: B ARA:J'IN

At that time, and in the same caji, you got to know Gil
Wolman.

J

Gil was reticent, sweet-an incredibly sweet guy. I
don't think I ever heard him really raise his voice,
except occasionally, except when he was reciting his
poetry, but that was different. Everyone loved Gil.
Here's a story. Once we lived for ten days or so on an
enormous fixed-up barge in the port of Paris; actual
ly, I think it was near the Alexander III bridge. This
girl, a friend of ours, was supposed to mind the thing
while the owner was away. Before long there were
fifty or a hundred of us aboard that barge. Obviously,
we had to elect people to run things, and limit the,
you know.... Well, Gil was elected God. As for me, I
was Cabin Boy, and Guilbert, as was only fitting, was
Captain.
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EVERYTHING THAT IS ROUND IS WOLMAN

I stayed at Gil's for a while, Jean-Louis, too, by
the way; we had no places of our own. I can't
remember how Gil's mother's house was designed,
exactly, but anyway there was a service stairway that
was no longer used, and his mother had her studio.
Gil had mattresses for us laid out on the landing, and
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we slept there frequently, and he would bring us our
breakfast in the morning....

I am back ! . . . Where were things
when you left? Joel has been Out for
a

long time, on probation. Jean

M ichel and Fred are now free, too

You were at his parents '?

(for stealing from parked cars-and

At his mother's. She was in the garment business,
over by Rue Saint-Denis. Gil's father died as a
deportee.

under the influence, naturally).
Little E liane got out of police cus
tody last week after a d ramatic arrest
in a maid 's room somewhere in
Vincennes with Joel and Jeao
M ichel; they were drunk, needless
to say, and refused to open up to the

Gil led a perfectly norma! life?

police, who left and came hack with
reinforcements. In the confusion
they lost the seal of the Letterist

That's right.

International. Linda not sentenced
yet. Sarah still in the reformatory

But Gil was not norma! at a!/?

hut her sister, sixteen and a half, has
taken her place. There have heen

No, he was a genius,
normal to be a genius.

10

my opinion. And it's not

other arrests, for narcotics, for who
knows what else. It's getting very
tiresome. There is G.-E., who has
just spent ten days in a nursing home
where his parents sent him following

So there were paradoxes about him?

a

failed attempt to gas himself. He's

back in the neighborhood now. Serge

Yes, yes, there certainly were, but I found that out
only by getting to know him a little. I knew that
with his sidekick, Jean-Louis Brau-and they
made a strange couple with Gil so perfectly normal
in terms of ordinary life, and Jean-Louis such an
obsessive, such a crazy man, you name it-anyway,
the two of them had been in Elsa Triolet's National
Writers' Committee, then left it and, still together,
joined up with the Letterists. They were really
very, very close. They went to Algeria together,
they met Senac ....

is due out on 1 2 1\lay. The day
he fore yesterday I threw up
royally at Moineau's.
The latest d iversion i n the neighbor
hood is spending the night in the
Catacombs-another of Joe l 's bright
ideas. I have a good many projects
which arc liable to remain just that
projects .. . .
GIL J WOLMAN TO JEAN-I ,OIJlS H RAI·

IN THE SAHARA (20 J U LY 1953)

What did they do in Algeria?

I don't know exactly, I think they wanted to hitch
hike across the Sahara, and when it didn't work out
they stopped part way over. Gil came back, and
Jean-Louis stayed on down there for a while.
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Originally, Jean-Louis and his people were from
Orleansville in Algeria, so, even if he was n 't exactly
at home down there--{)n the contrary, he was a dirty

pied-nair-at

least he knew his way around. Gil, as

I said, was one for the quiet life. Not that this pre
vented him fro m drinking, though he wasn 't per
haps an enormous drinker-he was fairly careful
nor from smoking dope. One night we were all
together in a hotel somewhere near Rue du Vieux
Colombier, and Gil spent practically the entire time
talking nonsense, at least we could make no sense
out of it, and scratching at the carpet-that's how
stoned he was. But he did it so sweetly, so calmly.

F RAN(:OIS D I I F RR'IE

Still, it was around then, wasn 't it, that he made
The Anticoncept and did his megapneumies ?
Yes, he was still doing

migapneumies.

He did two

shows, I believe , at Le Tabou.

What was it like at Le TabouP
I never knew Le Tabou verY well-th at was t h e
previous generati o n .

I

did go now and t h e n ,

because w e ended up there, j u s t as w e might have
ended up i n some other spot. There was j azz there,
it must be said. And twice I took part i n events at
Le Tabou. We had generally drunk a bit before
hand. I t was G i l who led the dance. Guy never
engaged in actual Letteri sm, he was never an
actual Letterist, so it fe l l to Gil to start up with his
onomatopoeias, his own things, then we would
pick u p on that, improvise . . . . I remember one of
Wolman's themes: "Op tic tic op op tic tic op"-it
was called "47 . S Degrees" or "4 1 . 7 Degrees," I
d o n 't know which now, but something like that.
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But we did it just for fun. We would leave Moineau's,
perhaps a dozen of us, and head over there.

I shall never forget an evening event I
attended at the Cercle Paul-Valery with
Jean-Louis Btau and Gil Wolman. The
topic that night was the parallel devel

What was the ambience like.:> The atmosphere, the
reactions?

Gil's megapneumies were very violent, very physical,
using voice techniques to rather extraordinary
effect. The two real Letterists were, first, Gil, with a
technique that went beyond words, shouting and all
that, and then Dufrene, whose cris-rhythmes were
more in the line of Artaud. They were the two
poets. Unfortunately, Dufrene was dubbed the Elu
ard of Letterism, which was tough on him because
Eluard was a rat. They were really two great poets
in fact, two great artists. Jean-Louis produced a few
Letterist poems, too, but not many-Jean-Louis
was pretty much of an idler.

opment of music and poetry. A weighty
question debated by a group of goa
teed gentlemen only too aware of the
significance of the issue before them.
The tedium in that tearoom on
Boulevard Saint-Germain was over
whelming, until, with the permission
of the master of ceremonies, Gil
Wol man, who presented himself as an
avant-garde poet. offered his "mega
pneumatic poetry" to the appreciation
of the company. Immediately, Gil
hurled in their faces. as you might spit
out a stream of insults, a combination
of shouts and fe,"cred oaths entitled
"Forty-one Degrees and Five-tenths. "
The disjointed verbal avalanche
stunned these amateurs of modern
poetry. Some ostentatiously stuck their
fingers in their ears by way of protest.

Eliane, who had been Debord's girlfriend, then became
your wife, then the wife of lean-Louis Brau, played an
important part throughout those years.

Eliane was a rebel. The daughter of a Hungarian
emigre who came to France before the war and who
was a glazier and mirror-cutter. Her mother died
rather young, of cancer. She was Spanish. So E liane
was a Hungarian-Spanish mixture, and sometimes it
was explosive. Her father had remarried, to a very
stupid lady, the housekeeper of a Romanian
general who fled Romania after the war, when the
country became (or so I am told) a people's democ
racy. This lady ended up in France, but how old
Papal ran into her, I don't know. Her general, with
whom she was still connected, had set her up as
concierge in a fancy building he had bought near
Michel-Ange, in the sixteenth. Eliane's father
became the building handyman-he gave up his
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The windowpanes of the place were
rattling so much that the manager felt
the need to close the doors so as not to
disturb the neighbors. I t was a summer
night. and the trying heat conspired
with the racket to drive us to the brink
of physical confrontation. The good
people there must have taken us for
escapees from the Sainte-Anne asylum.
The evening ended in scandal, amidst
flying insults and broken glasses litter
ing the floor. We withdrew in glory,
hurried along by the waiters . . . . I was
certainly not committed to this kind of
" literature," but the provocations of
the Letterists I found most refreshing.

MAURICE RA,rSFUS, Une Enfanr� /ai"que et
republicaine (Paris: M anya, 1 992)
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E LIANE
PIIOTO: ED VAN DER ELSKEN / THE NETHERLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES
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mirror cutting. A handyman in that part of Paris
could do better than a qualified mirror-cutter in the
eleventh. E liane had grown up in a little neighbor
hood not far from the town hall of the eleventh
arrondissement, not far from Place Leon-Blum
(the vile Leon Blum)-a very working-class neigh
borhood. She couldn't stand this woman who had
nothing to say, absolutely nothing to say, so she
walked out; her father went down to the nearest
police station, as usual, and when the cops caught
up with E liane she was sent to a reformatory in
Chevilly-Larue. Her father wanted to take her
home, but the cops said, "No, no, it doesn't work
like that: you came in and reported her, so . . . . "
Anyway, I think she escaped a first time from
Chevilly, then she was picked up again. Later she
left that reformatory-it wasn 't a reformatory,
exactly; there was a real warren of houses of cor
rection, of this and that, waiting for you when you
got out; in principle you stayed at Chevilly-Larue
for three months, then you went to a harder place,
or else to what was called a "Bon-Pasteur," a place
run by nuns. E liane ended up in a B on-Pasteur, in
the sixteenth, I think, and she was supposed to
take courses outside, typing, secretarial-the
classic women's j obs. She didn't go to her classes
much, though-instead, she would come down to
the neighborhood to smoke a little hash; she loved
hash, and we used to smoke a lot of it. Inevitably,
she absconded from her B on-Pasteur and had the
cops on her tail again. I say the cops-specifically,
it was the Juvenile Squad, whose chief at that time
was Commissioner M archand, the best-known
policeman in all the neighborhood bars. So Guy
must have met E liane at the time when-or just
before she escaped from that Bon-Pasteur place.
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In

1 953-54,

at Rue Delambre, our

v i s itors got to see how for five hOllTs
each day a two-roo ms-with-kitehen,
a Seco n d Emp ire rent-mach ine,
could be transformed i nto a film
stu d io, There would be Jean-Michel
s pelling Raymond in the darkroom;
(.:lianc PapaY, in-betweener of the
moment, at the focusing screen; and
,1acques Spacagna in the painting
room spread ing o il-based paint over
the car d s and eels, In a corner, the
"hypnagogoscope" awaitcd th" shots
b e i n g prepared ,

\' 1 1 . 1 ,E{;L1:;, [lrbi r! orbi
( Paris: Editions W, 1 9H6)

So at the time she was still answerable to the juvenile
authorities?

That's right. I got to know her a short while before
she ran away, and then when she ran away, she and
Guy broke up, and she and I started living together.
When she came to the neighborhood and smoked,
we didn't stay there. I often went with her under a
bridge-for the longest time I believed that that
bridge was the Pont de Sully, whereas in fact it was
the next one along, For forty years of my life, or
almost, I had those two bridges mixed up! Hardly
important, I suppose, One day E liane and I went
back to Raymond Hains's place in Rue Delambre
and made love, just as almost everyone used to .... I
thought for years that she had parted from Guy in
that same casual way. Only recently did I learn that
Guy had a very, very pure vision of eternal love,
perfect love, a vision impossible to live out in this
lousy world, and that, in fact, they had split up over
a word, a chance remark, that tended to contradict
that view of things. Neither E liane nor Guy was in
the wrong-it was a case of. vou know. the boat of
everyday life ....
So you and E liane got married?

I got married to E liane because she was still on the
run from the Juvenile Squad. It was in late '53;
she was just under eighteen. Majority for penal
purposes was eighteen, but as a fugitive she was
still under the j urisdiction of the Ministry of
Justice and the Juvenile Squad. That was the
whole beauty of the marriage idea. In any case,
minors are never treated as people in the full
sense. We were liable to arrest from one day--or
rather from one night-to the next. So I went to my
mother and said, "Listen, I have to talk to you"-
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and I told her the facts just as they were. My moth
er replied, "Good, that's fine" -well, that's a bit of
an exaggeration; what she said was, "If that's how it
is, all right," and I imagine that in the back of her
mind was the idea that if I got married to E liane I
might at long last come to my senses. So it was my
mother who did the sweet-talking to E liane's father,
who in fact didn't have a clue what was going on,
and we were legally married. My mother got me a
suit for the occasion-the only time in her life she
did such a thing, thank goodness ! She bought it
from the old Jewish part of the family-{)r what lit
tle was left of it after the deportations-at Kremlin
Bicetre. As for E liane, she had people lend her some
spiffy clothes. Then we got married. There were the
two witnesses, my parents, her parents .... Afterward,
we went straight back to the neighborhood, E liane
changed, and we continued drinking at Moineau's.

RAYMOND HAINS AT HOME, RUE
DELAMBRE, PARIS
PHOTO: HARRY SHUNK

E liane was already something of a drinker, was she?

Yes. At the start she didn't drink much, she smoked
hash, mostly. Soon she started drinking because
everybody else drank. You couldn't stay in that bar
and not drink. At twelve-thirty or one in the morn
ing we left Moineau's and went over to settle some
outstanding business with the owner of the
Mabillon, who a few days earlier had called the cops
on E liane. The help locked the cafe doors, and the
boss came out to palaver. E liane insulted him. I
must have done the same. At some . point E liane
asked me what to do next, and I said to her very
agreeably, "Kick him in the balls, for good meas
ure"-which she proceeded to do without hesita
tion. The guy went back inside his bistro; then
while we were still standing on the sidewalk just in
front of the cafe, people came up to us and offered
their congratulations. We never did know whether
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they were congratulating us because E liane had
kicked the cafe owner in the balls, which would
have been eminently courteous of them, or because
we had been married, which would have been the
height of idiocy. Next, we had to stop two passing
bicycle cops ourselves in order to get escorted to the
Saint-Germain police station in Rue de l 'Abbaye.
When we got there I tossed our new family identifi
cation document on the counter and said, "Leave
my wife alone. E liane PapaY no longer exists ! " Then
I went into a ghastly song and dance-so ghastly
that the police had it in for us for ages afterward. I
feel we had a valid excuse for getting married-we
weren 't doing it just for an extra franc or two from
social security. So, anyway, we spent our wedding
night in the police station. In principle, I am against
marriage. We would never have got married if it
weren't for E liane 's problems. A few days later we
went to try and sell our wedding rings to an old
jeweler lady in Rue du Four, but she told us that the
rings were quite worthless-just the cheap old silver
commonly used for such rings. In any case, we had
got them from a i eweler and watchmaker who

mon

itored the banns posted in the municipal offices and
then offered rings free to all the future newlyweds.
Naturally,

ninety percent of the

people

who

received the rings bought other things-s ilver
spoons, knives, and so on. We didn't want to buy
anything, so we finished up with our two rings, and
seeing how little selling them was going to get us to
drink, we decided to keep them. We preferred pan
handling to selling them.
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Was Eliane merely a rebel? Wasn 't she almost wild?

She was wild, yes, even mean, horrible-she was a
scandal. She was just fine and, I would say, magnifi
cent. After I came back from Algeria at the end of
'57, in contrast to the earlier period, we used to go to
bars on the Right Bank, and I remember at least two
of them where E liane stripped her clothes off and
started dancing on the table at one in the morning.
The customers loved it, even though as she danced,
half Spanish, half Gypsy, and half drunk, she was
knocking their drinks onto the floor. They were as
happy as could be. That was typical Eliane, always
causing something of a scandal. Sometimes she
would have a cleanliness crisis and start washing her
panties out in the gutter....
Here's a good Eliane story. Often, around two in
the morning, when Moineau's closed, we would
take the same short route via little Rue des Ciseaux
to the Saint-Claude, which was on Boulevard Saint
Germain. By tradition, we would take a piss en route
in a corner where everybody used to piss. One
night, just to give us a bad time, the cops came
down on us: wham-bang! drunk and disorderly!
They knew the lot of us. Your papers, please, the
whole shebang-not excluding Eliane, who had
pissed along with everyone else and who was now
shouting: "Not on your life ! I would never piss in
front of guys ! " In a word, she was putting on a great
show. Her cop was pretty good-humored, and he
didn't give a damn what she was on about. Then
Eliane goes: "Look, I can prove that I didn't piss."
She pulls down her panties, squats, and starts piss
ing all over again in front of the cop. So the cop slaps
her with another ticket. I reckon it must be a world
record-a women's world record, anyway: two sum
monses for drunk and disorderly conduct in the
space of fifteen minutes.
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So she had great timing and she loved to provoke.

Oh, yes. She was an absolute menace whenever we
landed in the police station. Which was very often.
There was a time when we were regularly being run
down there two or three times a week. There were
three police stations: Rue de l'Abbaye, Place Saint
Sulpice, and Rue Jean-Bart. We would go to one or
another of them according to their rotations. There
were nights when we paid visits to all three. E liane's
great specialty was clinging to the bars of the hold
ing cage they had in the station. At first we wouldn't
be put in cells; but confined in that tiny space,
E liane would clamp herself onto the bars, screaming
"Jacot! Jacot!" and she would go on for a very long
time indeed. After a while the cops would toss us
into the cells, but in the meantime, E liane was com
pletely insufferable. That's what I loved about her:
she was whole and entire. That's what we all loved,
in fact-Guy, Jean-Louis, and I. I think we all
had the same vision of E liane. In Debord's
Oeuvres cinematographiques completes [Complete
Cinematographic Works] there is a fantastic photo of
her: it shows all the hate in the world, all the fear in
the world, all the violence, all the refusal ... she was
truly a great lady. I no longer had any recollection of
this portrait, and when I opened the book and came
upon it ... it was a poignant moment for me.
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•__

un

bar c:omme L'HOMME DE MAIN
'3 1.

I' u •

de

Ju

• • I ., u

"FRANCE ALONE HAS A BAR LIKE L'HOMME DE MAIN [THE HIRED THUG]"
SMALL POSTER DESIGNED BY GUY DEBORD FOR THE OPENING OF
GHISLAIN DESNOYERS DE MARBAIX'S BAR
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So that was the tribe-Debord, Wolman, those who were
so to speak "legal, " and then you, Joe/ Berte, Eliane
Papai; who were perhaps in a way more marginal?
Eliane, not so much-it was just that she had left
home . . . .

But she was continually getting into trouble with the
police, wasn 't she?
Yes. She also took part in our wine pilfering, things
like that. Once, with Joel and Eliane, we got our
selves arrested in Pepere's flat in Vincennes. Pepere
was a guy who had been in the penal colony at
Cayenne-I think he had been accused of murder,
P f: P j.: RE, THE FORM E R PRISON E R IN

of killing a prison guard. His voice was almost

CAYENNE, ELI ANE, AN D
JEAN-M ICHEL AI' MOINEAU'S

inaudible, he used to mumble incomprehensibly in

PHOTO: E D VAN D E R E LSKEN/
Ti l E NETHE RLANDS P I IOTO ARCHIVES

the slang of Cayenne. His family, who must have
had some money, tried to have him live decently,
honestly. That was how he came to have some
brand-new shirts, which we were trying to barter for
bottles of wine. And that's why the cops came look
ing for us-they th ong:h t we h a n stol en thl"

�hirts. In

the fistfight that followed we lost the seal of the
Letterist International. I know that later Pepere
died

a stupid

death

near

the

Church

of La

Madeleine: he was panhandling, I suppose he was
sitting on the ground, when a political gunfight
broke out between rival Algerian nationalists, FLN
versus MNA, and Pepere took a stray bullet. Joel got
much further into crime than we ever did. We were
never anything but petty thieves; we never commit
ted many crimes . . . . Berna went to jail even after he
was in the LI, also for stealing,

I think. He was sent

to the prison of Draguignon, where he wrote a very
fine song:
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Quand vient chanson
douce lueur
a la lisiere de ma douleur

pauvre pauvre bate/eur
I'hiver s 'en ira sonnant I'heure
du renouveau sans ton bonheur
pauvre pauvre bate/eur

When song brings
its tender glow
to the edge of my pain
poor, poor buffoon
winter will depart tolling the hour
of renewal without your happiness
poor, poor buffoon

M AX BOULINIER, ORGAN

BUILDER, KNOWN AS
THE CARDINAL

At one time, we used to sing that song often at
Moineau 's. So it's true, Berna was a bit of a crook,
a bit of a thief, but he was very intelligent-very
cunning, too. He had a sort of genius for entertain
ing scams, for thinking up schemes . . . .
What of Ghislain de Marbaix?

Ghislain de Marbaix was not really a Moineau per
son, but he was a neighborhood person. I met him
first at the Mabillon. He was in fact an elder, a big
brain of the neighborhood, and a brute of a man
physically, incredibly powerful, especially when he
had been drinking. The legend was that he once
broke a guy's arm in an arm-wrestling match. There
were others who claimed that he had once punched
a man to death; but I imagine he himself put that
story about. He was a real force of nature. He was
also a pimp. When we knew him he was with a girl
we called "the Antillaise," the West Indian, who had
a baby. He would drop by M oineau 's now and again.
He had a big mouth, and a very common way of
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speaking despite the noble origins indicated by his
name, Ghislain de Marbaix of something or other
that I forget. He was a character, with a very special
way of expressing himself, an enormous beard, an
imposing body. He was part of the decor. I think he
eventually became very pally with Debord. They
liked each other well enough at Moineau's; they
would chat, but it was later on that they got onto
quite intimate terms, meaning they would see each
other frequently and continually. We couldn't have
cared less whether he was a pimp or not, but we
never really knew because he was rather secretive.
Ghislain was someone we liked a lot, because he
was so much less pretentious and idiotic than some
of the j okers playing the philosopher in the
Mabillon. Ghislain was someone who already had
his feet firmly on the ground, and he was dangerous
when drunk; you really had to watch your step then.
As I say, he got very friendly with Guy some time
after my departure. In a way, he played the same
part as Hafid or Midou earlier: something of a body
guard to Guy. I'm sure Guy also liked him because
he was an adventurer. a complete o ri g in a l T went
several times to his bar, L'Homme de Main, for
which Guy designed a little poster, but it was the
sort of bar that functions mainly at night, and I
would never get there sober. It was a dive, pretty
dark inside. Marise would be there, whom I got to
know much better later on; she's the one Guy calls
"La Tatouee" in his memoirs: a rather extraordinary
young lady who used to prostitute herself over by
Rue Vignon, near La Madeleine. I am not at all sure
that Ghislain pressured her in the slightest to do so.
It is quite possible that she chose that way of life
herself. In any case they lived together for a while;
then later, at the time of the bar, things fell apart.
The last time I went over there, I don't remember
seeing Ghislain; I remember Marise and fat Fred,

SERGE BE RNA

.
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that's all. Ghislain disappeared, and then one day we
learned that he had got himself blown away.
Because he really was a goon. He belonged to the
underworld, though I don't know exactly what he
used to do. Apparently, he had been a bodyguard to
a number of people mixed up in politics, Gaullist
politics-Service Action Civique (SAC), no doubt,
De Gaulle 's political police-that sort of area.
Michel Smolianoff, known as "Nonosse," was
another one of us, something like Fred in general
type. He had a fabulous voice, an extraordinary
deep voice that you could hear from three kilome
ters away. At the time of the famous Meeting of
Failures, Nonosse was a sandwich man wandering
up and down the Boul' Mich' advertising the event
and its program. Among the participants was the fel
low we used to call "the Cardinal," and the Marshal
was also definitely in the picture. The Meeting of
Failures took place just as I was arriving in the
neighborhood-I was still at the Dupont-Latin. I
was still going home to my parents ' place every
night, so I couldn't attend, but it was one of the
things that made a great impression on me.

SERGE B ERNA A N D JACQUES MOREAU,
AKA THE MARSHAL

Was Berna there?

Yes, in fact, I'm sure it was Berna who cooked the
thing up. Along with a few of his Letterist pals. You
might say they were the creme de la creme of the
neighborhood-the failed of the failed. They had
written a leaflet called "Rates" [Failures] that said:
"They portray us as DUDS, and that is what we are.
We are nothing, we mean it, NOTHING AT ALL,
and we intend to be of NO USE."
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. � . � '.""

How did the meeting go.%'

FAlT,UJ{ES ....
They portray us as DUDS, and that is

There must have been different contributions,
including one by Berna. I remember that there was
a "left-wing syphilitic." It was all about creating
organized scandal and also, of course, a way of
relieving the suckers, the tourists, of their money
because everything revolved somewhat around that,
too. We weren't all crooks-Berna was, yes-but we
had to live, and at the same time we weren't sup
posed to work. You were an idiot if you got a job; it
was simply not done in those days-you lost
respect.

what we arc.
We are nothing, we mean it,
NOTHING AT ALL, and we intend
to be of NO USE.
"Respectable people" harp on:
"WORK! B UC K UP! SUCC E E D ! "
SUCC E E D IN GETTING WHE R E ?
IN DOING WHAT? IN WHAT
CONDITION?
Our motto: IN ORDER TO ARRIVE,
ABOVE ALL, DO NOT LEAVE.
All you Il\CAPAB LE, USELESS,
IDLE, RAGGEDY BARFLIES!
Come and acknowledge one another
and assert yourselves at the
GRAND l\lEETING OF FAILURES

But when you announce that you are good-for-nothings,
aren 't you really thinking that you are everything.%'

to be held at the House of Learned
Societies, 8 Rue Serpentc, Paris 5.

15 March 1 950. 8: 1 5 p.m.
The fol lowing will discuss

Yes, of course-it's very, very pretentious. But, on
the other hand, it was true-we really were good
for-nothings. We were good for living in that world
of ours; in their world we were good for nothing, but
in ours, which naturally we considered infinitely
superior, the situation was entirely different.

"The Merits of Impotencc":
Sege B ERNA, left-wing syphilitic
Maurice-Paul COUTE, individual
Jacques PATRY, former Dominican
A free buffet will he served
along with l\ladelcine AUE RBACH.
Evening dress required!

You wanted to live outside the economy.%'

No, we never put things in such terms. Much later,
Debord dealt with Marxism at length, he read it all,
but in my time we never discussed Marx. Bcau cer
tainly knew a bit, considering his family back
ground: his father must have been a member of the
Communist Party, because he was deputy mayor of
Aubervilliers in Charles Tillion's time. Jean-Louis
professed a certain knowledge, therefore, and he
had certainly read Marx's writings, but I personally
never talked about Marx with either Gil or Guy.
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What was your impression of the relationship between
Gil and DebordP

G I L WOLMAN AND ISIDORE Isoll

THE TRIBE

The relationship between Gil and Guy was a rela
tionship between creators. Guy was the theoretician
of so-called political thought, Gil the theoretician of
"dispainting," as I think he called it; that is to say,
the theoretician of artistic noncreation, of how to
proceed after painting has been transcended, how to
carry on when painting no longer serves any pur
pose. One was the political aspect, the other the
artistic aspect of the will to connect politics and art
and meld them into a whole. I think Wolman, in
Guy's eyes, was a truly extraordinary artist, clearly
superior to the other artists in the Letterist
International. Personally, I've never believed in the
exclusion of Gil. You know his formula as well as I
do: "One does not exclude the other. " Quite obvi
ously, Debord was obliged to call Gil's departure an
exclusion, but I believe it was really far more of a
separation.
Gil lived his own life. He always had a family
life. a perfectly conven tional l i fe on one �icie; �ome
thing that never failed slightly to surprise everyone,
because, after all, the rest of us were not exactly
conventional. At the same time, he had an astonish
ing creative ability that at least to my mind sur
passed that of any other artist of his time. Anyway,
the two aspects came together. Granted, that's not
the way Guy tells it: naturally, he could not allow
himself to say that anyone left without so much as a
by-your-Ieave. The same goes for Ivan Chtcheglov,
who ended up in the loony bin. Gil and Ivan were
both people who had a big impact initially on Guy's
thinking, people who helped him develop his proj
ects. Later came Asger Jom, and others .... At all
events, Guy had a special respect for Gil. They were
on truly very good terms. So were Guy and Jean-
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Louis at the beginning, at Moineau's--everything
was just fine until Jean-Louis started up with his
military nonsense.

KICKED OliT.
Since November 1 952, the Letterist
International has been proceeding
with the elimination of the "Old
Guard." A few of the excluded,
with reasons:

Which was what, exactly.:>

Isidore Goldstein, alias Jean-Isidore

I think Jean-Louis enlisted-I can't remember
whether it was for Indochina or Algeria. In short, I
believe he was excluded by Guy for militarism,
and quite rightly so. Subsequently, he led a rather
strange life, traveling a great deal, doing all kinds
of things.
He was on the list of excludees published in Potlatch
No. 2.

Yes, but that list is a mixture. On the one hand, you
have Isou, Lemaitre, and Pomerand, the three
Letterists. They weren't excluded at all. Guy says
that they were excluded, but in reality it was a
schism, a split.... The original Letterists had started
long before my arrival on the scene. Maurice
Lemaitre was the right-hand man of Isou-a
scoundrel.

Isou: morally retrograde individual
with limited amhitions.
MOIse Bismuth, alias M aurice
Lemaitre: delayed infantilism,
dementia praecox, p lays the saint.
Pomerans, alias Gabriel Pomerand:
fabricator, nullity.
Serge Berna: lack of intellectual rigor.
Mension: merely decorative.
Jean-Louis Brau: militarist deviation.
Langlais: stupidity.
Yvan Chtchegloff, alias Gilles Ivain:
mythomania, delusions of interpreta
tion, lack of revolutionaty
consciousness.
It is useless to revisit the dead. The
automatic door closer will take care
of them.
GIL J WOLMAN, Potlatch No. 2

(29 JUNE 1 954)

Who was the scoundrel, Isou or Lemaitre-or both.?

Oh, Lemaitre, absolutely. Isou was not a scoundrel,
he was a nice guy. In the first place, he was com
pletely mad, but at the same time he was a very seri
ous person-he didn't drink-with his feet firmly
on the ground. He was quite convinced, however, of
his own genius. J ,ater on, he resented Debord for
pinching his position as leader. But that occurred on
much more of a political basis than an artistic one. In
any event, I feel it would be interesting to extract
the avant-garde kernel from Isou's thought: the
issue of "externality," the issue of youth revolt, the
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Plan de reforme de l' enseignement secondaire

Nou.. voulon.. Ia reduction dee. anne... d·et...... et une reforme
authentlque de I'enaelpement secondaire
",. ,.....�.,. D.,_

"PLAN FOR THE REFORM OF SECONDARY E DUCATION. WE DEMAND A REDUCTION
IN YEARS OF STUDY AND AN AUTHENTIC REFORM OF SECONDARY E DUCATION.
By FRANvO\S DUFRENE"

LE SOULF.VENENT DE LA JEUNESSE NO. 3 (OCTOBER 1 953)
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sense that youth was going to play a different role in
the period then heginning-all perceptions that
were very much ahead of their time. But I think that
as an artist Isou was not very talented; he wasn't a
good painter.
So the rotter was Lemattre, whose real name was, I
believe, Moise BismuthP

I have never been quite certain that he was really
called Bismuth. I have often wondered whether it
was not in fact Gil, Jean-Louis, and Guy who made
the name of MOIse Bismuth up for him. Someone
should check. Even when he ran for election as a
deputy from the seventeenth arrondissement, he
used the name Lemaltre. Still, he could have
changed his name; people did that at the time.
They did, certainly, but when you are in an avant-garde
milieu, you are defying society by definition, and surely
you defy society as what you were from the outset, not
masking what you are, not seeking to adopt another
identity. Unfortunately, even Isou was really named
Goldstein . . . .

Be that a s i t may, the avant-garde milieu is small, at
the time of the Letterists it was extremely small,
and obviously everybody knew that Isou was
Jewish. He could have called himself Dupont, and
they would still have known it. He was Romanian.
According to what I was told at the time, he had
been a leader of a youth organization close to the
Communist Party in Romania; when the freeze
came, he got out-a good thing, too--but he had
very left-wing connections when he first arrived. We
were fond of Isou, we had nothing at all against him,
and, furthermore, Guy, Gil, and Brau all had respect
for him. We looked upon him as someone who had
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made a real contribution. Lemaitre was merely
Isou's factotum, bodyguard, right-hand man, what
ever you want to call it. We didn't like him
because-well, because we had to be against some
one over there. As for Pomerand, who was, in fact,
the third member of the Isou group, we never saw
him, he was no longer around; he was off in some
other part of the neighborhood, doing other stuff....
You had mentioned Fran{ois Dufrene. . . .
G I L WOLM AN AT TilE

KREMI .IN

B l c k r R E MARKET (PA R I S )
P I UlTO: JACQI IES F I LLOI\

At that time Dufrene and Isou were o n the outs.
Dufrene was the enemy because he was involved
with Youth Rising Up. This was a fairly political
group---more directly political, certainly, than either
the LI or Isou's old guard. They were putting out a
paper of the same name. They had Marc,O and, I
think, two girls: one was Yolande du Luart, the other
was Poucette. All this was going on around the time
of the split in the French section of the Fourth
International. Fran�ois Dufrene had been taking
some kind of courses; in the Marxist political jargon
they were known as training school.
Yes, training schools-the Communist Party had
them, too . . . .

Exactly. The Youth Rising U p people were much
concerned with the idea of "externality" -the
notion that the working class was no longer the
center of the universe, that the revolution was not
going to depend on the working class. There was a
new phenomenon, in the shape of youth, which was
external to production, but which was becoming
more and more important, etc., etc.
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The center of the universe was now the avant-garde?

That's right. As a matter of fact, the famous axiom,
"Only the working class is revolutionary to the
end," was outdated for the Letterists as a whole.
The Youth Rising Up thing set out to mobilize peo
ple as militants, but, in fact, it didn't last long, a cou
ple of years, maybe. When I got to know Fran�ois
well, which was in 1 954, after my exclusion from the
LI, he was already out of Youth Rising Up. I
remember that what was left of the group once
decided to interview Fran�ois and me, but we gave
such a scandalous interview that they never pub
lished it.
Was Dufrene a drinker, too?
"Three mental cases? Three louts?

During that period, Dufrene drank a great deal.
Afterward, we hung around a lot together. In '55 we
produced a spoken daily news bulletin called Le
Petit Stupifiant [The Little Narcotic] . There was
Guilbert, Fran�ois, me, E liane, and also two or three
friends of Fran�ois's who were not neighborhood
people but people whom he had met in the poetry
world-pretty serious people, though I must say
they, too, took up drinking then for a few months.

Three heroes? This page is intended to
let you make up your own mind about
the act of M ichel Mourre, 21 years of age
(the fake Dominican), Serge Bernard [sic]
and Ghislain Desnoyers de Marbais [sic] ,
here shown together on a bench at the
Saint-Gervais district police station."

COMBAT ( 1 2 APRIL 1950)

Where was this spoken news bulletin produced?

On a bench on Place Saint-Sui pice. We were waiting
for Godot, of course, and we did a bit of panhan
dling. Some of us had a little money. We used to buy
hand-drawn wine at Chez Georges in Rue de
Canettes, and we drank enormously. That was it. I
don't know what we did really, no one knew exactly
what was in the news bulletins, but still, we com
mented on the events of the day. I'm sure Dufrene
must have presented some of his own stuff. We
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even came close to going over to a written newspa
per. Uncharacteristically, Cuil bert prod uced the first
few pages, but I lost them. So that was our chief
occupation: we sometimes stayed as long as two or
three hours over on Place Saint-Sui pice preparing
and delivering our news bulletin.
Did you get on well with Fran{ois Dufrene.?

COV E R OF ION NO. 1 (APRIL 1 952)
E D ITOR: MARC-GILBERT
G U I I .LAliMIN

After Traiti de Bave et d'eterniti
['Treatise on Slobber and Eternityl,
Isou's cinematographic production dried
up. For one thing, imagination was in
short s upply and, for another, working
with Ii I m was an expensive business,
even without considering laboratory pro
cessing and studio costs. Those hitherto
..
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their backs on him; they wanted to go
beyon d their master, no doubt-but how
does one improve on mediocriry- Still, in
1 95 1 , Gil Wolman presented

We adored each other, we hung about together a lot,
we were real bosom buddies. We often used to go
with E liane to Rue Vercingetorix, where Dufrene's
father had a studio. There were paintings by the
father-nothing special, he was an occasional
painter-as well as Dufrene 's own pictures and
those of Jean-Philippe Bernigaud, known as Talbot,
Fran�ois's best friend. Those two were always
together. They had been at the same high school or
the same university, I don't remember which, along
with a certain Maspero who would make his reputa
tion later in an area very far removed from artistic
creation. As a matter of fact, Bernigaud-Talbot
always remained F ra n<:o i s Maspero 's rir;h t-h a n cl
man at his publishing house, E ditions Maspero, and
at his famous bookshop, La Joie de Lire.

L'A 1Jtiw1JcejJl [The Anticonceptl also at

What about Marc, O-Marc-Gilbert Guillaumain

the Pulais de Chaillot, while Gabriel

did you know him.?

Pomerand was making his La Legellde
visible, using images by Leonore Fini.

As for Fran�ois Dufrene, his film Les
Trompettes du premier jugeme1Jt

No, I never knew Marc,O at all. But I remember
him as part of the enemy in Youth Rising Up.

[lrumpets of the First J udgmentl
had d i spensed with the classic moving
picture component altogether and made

Was the Youth Rising Up group at the showing of

do solely with a sound track recounting

Hurlements en faveur de Sa de {Howls in Favor

the d ream images that the filmmaker

of SadeN

would have liked to present. Then came
Guy-E rnest Debord, announcing the
opening of his film Hurlements en faveur
de Sade [ Howls in Favor of Sadel. It was
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Yes, at the second showing, at the Cine-Club du
Quartier Latin, in the Salle des Societes Savantes in
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Rue Danton. I was not present at the first screening,
in June, at the Cine-Club d'Avant-Garde; at that
time I didn't yet know Guy.

to be the cinematographic event of the
season, and the Cine-Club du Quartier
Latin had agreed, i n the context of i ts
program of avant-garde film, to hring this
new breakthrough i n Letterist c inema to

This was the time fisticuffs broke out immediately.p

the public. The Salle des Societes
Savantes was packed from the orchestra
co the balcony, with fifteen or so sardon

No, not immediately. We managed to keep things
going for quite a while.

ic-looking Letterists occupying the front
rows. I had met with Dehord that after
noon, and he had asked me ro attend
with a few of my friends; the evening

What happened.P

promised to be nothing if not tumul
tuous. I was ever eager for such

We-by which I mean to say the LI-were in the
balcony, with our supporters. I was with a girl called
Francine. She was in love with a guy who did mime,
so I did mime because I was in love with her. And
there were other friends from Moineau's, including
Gil and Jean-Louis and Jean-Louis's wife,
Fran�oise. On the ground floor were the Youth
Rising Up group, with Dufrene, Marc,O, Yolande
du Luart, and another chick. A professor from the
Cinematheque of Lausanne got up on the stage and
explained that in the film we were about to see
there was an erotic tension that gradually increased,
that was all-consuming, that got you by the throat ...
in short, he gave a whole long speech. A number of
people in the audience recognized him, because it
was Serge Berna-a false professor, of course-the
same Berna who had committed the Notre-Dame
scandal with Michel Mourre and Ghislain de
Marbaix shortly before. Disguised as a monk,
Mourre had interrupted Easter High Mass by going
up to the altar and delivering a sermon violently
attacking the Church and including the proclama
tion, "God is dead ! " The three intruders were
almost lynched on the spot and wound up in the
police station.

escapades, and I had no d ifficulty find
ing other scandal-lovers to go along with
me. At the appointed hour there was a
good number of us ensconced in the bal
cony, ready to support our Letterist com
rades vocally and, i f need be, physically,
against the challenges anticipated.
Act one. Introduced as a Swiss professor
of filmology (sic), Serge Berna mounted
the dais to present this work of the cen
rury: "Ladies and gentlemen, this
evening we offer you a profoundly erotic
film. Bold in a manner never before
seen. A work that will mark a date in the
history of the cinema: the time of wine
and walnuts. That is all I can reveal to
you now, as I don't want to spoil the sur
prise." Once complete darkness had
enveloped the audience, an announce
ment was made co the effect that the
recls had not yet arrived and that there
would be a few minutes' delay; the
lighting went up to low. After a quarter
of an hour, Debord arrived at last with
the film canisters under his arm and
briskly climbed the few steps to the p ro
jection box. Darkness descended once
more. The characteristic sound of the
projector was heard, and in the d arkness,
by way of credits, a monotone ,"oice
began enumerating a few cardinal dates
in the h istory of the cinema, among
them the date of birth of Guy-Ernest
Debord, 1932, and the year of creation
of Hurlements

en faveur

de Sade, 1 952.

Then silence. The d arkness was total,
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and onls the whirring of the projector

What about the rest of the audience?

was to be heard. Surely images would
soon be forthcoming? 'l'his was not even
a provocation-simply a mild joke. Light
filled the screen. During the darkness,
silence had reigned. Now murmuring
began to be heard in the audience, but
the grumbles were quickly overwhelmed
by a scrics of statements on the sound
track-extracts. Inore or l ess, from the
Penal Cock. Darkness and silence then
resumed for ten minutes or so, after
which we were rewarded, as it were, by a
desperate vf)ice: "I'll say nothing more
without my lawyer present'" Another
spell of s ilence. The joke had now lasted
about three-quarters of an hour. Protest
began to make seriolls inroads. Inn:ctive
started flying in both directions. One
Lettcrisr proclailned, wrhe eroticism
should occur in the audience"-this in
reply to a spectator expressing astonish

They were the usual habitues of the Cine-Club du
Quartier Latin, which at the time had a big mem
bership. This was the heyday of film clubs in Paris.
Students, young people, neighborhood folks would
go simply to see a film ... but, of course, that day
plenty of them, not being idiots by nature or by nur
ture, had an idea of what kind of film was being
shown. Anyway, after a time the Dufrene people
started shouting, crying scandal, insulting us. The
public followed suit. We responded in kind from the
balcony. I remember yelling what I thought was a
very clever line from high in the balcony: "You are
fakes and we are forgers ! " Aside from which, I never
did go to bed with the young woman I was with-it
was close, though.

ment at the absence of sp icy images .
. I'he public was billowing forth its
resentment at having seen strictly noth

Was the film shown to the end?

ing. N obody could believe that the
director would leave his audience-there
was a n admission fee, after all-without
offering them a single image: in the end,
somethi ng-some kind of provocation,
at l east. With the uproar gradually gain
ing ground in the orchestra, the
Letterists and their allies in the balcony

I don't believe so. Most of it, however. In the end,
naturally, the "arousers of youth," who, after all,
were fairlv intelligent people. fairly clever, managed
the not too difficult feat of arousing the audience
against us. We got out of there alive, very thirsty, and
very pleased.

bombarded the public below with stink
bombs and sneezing powder. The better

. What occurred after the showing?

equipped hurled water-filled condoms.
Once the munitions ran o ue, spitballs
replaced the projectiles. The last min
utes of the film consisted of total dark
ness. No one had walked out. The show
had begun about nine, and at ten-thirt,
the l ights went up definitively to the cat
calls of a frenzied public. The master of
ceremonies seized on a brief moment of
respite to announce question-and-answer
time. Ever serious, Serge Berna spoke,
developing a few complimentary
thoughts concerning Guy-Ernest Debord
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We left after the film. We insulted the people, and
they insulted us. Then we went drinking. I can't
imagine that we could have done anything else. I
don't have any recollection of the drink after the
showing, but obviously we must have gone back to
Moineau's ....
I have just reread Hurlements en faveur de Sade
and discovered that a famous sentence that I
remembered so well and carted around in my head
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all my life-"L'Isere et la misere, continue rna
petite soeur, nous ne sommes pas beau a voir" [The
river Isere and poverty, continue, my little sister, we
are not beautiful to see]-simply never existed; it
had another form altogether, even if the text says
the same thing concerning that little girl who threw
herself into the Isere. I always remembered the sen
tence in that form though, so, of course, I'm not
going to change it now, after forty years. In any
event, the text of Hurlements is very beautiful. I
advertised that film by writing its title on the white
painter's pants that I was wearing in those days.
"H urlements en faveur de Sade " are the only
words that can just be made out on all the photo
graphs I've seen of me in those pants.

worthy trade of procurer i n Rue

Is that why you were excluded from the LI on the

was to make a tabul a rasa of the ideas of

grounds that you were "merely decorative "?

the past, then what was to be achieved

and his oeuvre. One spectator, tremhling
with rage, demanded an explanation of
the filmmaker's reasons for entitling h i s
fi l m Hurlements e n /aveur de Sade.
Completely straight-faced, B e rna
responded that there was a m i sunder
standing and rhat the film was really
dedicated to a friend of Debord's, one
Ernest Sade, currently engaged in the
f\iicholas-Flamel. With this impro\'isa
tion of Berna's, the evening was brought
to a close amid an indescribable hulla
baloo. The Letterists had not wasted
thei r time. The Debord film was worth
easily ten films from Isou, and the
absence of images was entirely salutary.
A voluntary esthetic derive must natural

ly refrain from imposing on spectators
any cinematographic "writing" that
could expose it to criticism. If the aim

would certainly he found b y hewing to
this line. Born agitators, some Letterists

That's right. It's true-I was very decorative.

demoostrated considerable talent as soon
as they escaped the influence of their
master. Their everyday behavior shed

What was your reaction when you learned that. . .

much light i n this connection, for thcse
marginals lived their lives i n the open,

Oh, it wasn't until much later that I learned that I
had been labeled in that way. It amused me,
because I was certainly decorative with those white
pants spotted with paint and covered with slogans.
I suppose I must have been sad until the next
time I tied one on. Two or three days later I was over
it. I went back to Moineau's because by that time,
remember, we were no longer in the old neighbor
hood, we had moved to Rue de la Montagne-Sainte
Genevieve. Back at Moineau 's, I rej oined old
friends-Guilbert and the other excluded
Letterists. Then I got to know Franvois Dufrene,
and a week later it was all over. But I have always
regretted being excluded, because I felt that Guy
was a person of exceptional intelligence.
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invoking no particular esthetic principles
in support of their approach. Though
Letterism disappeared a s a form of
expression, the traces left by Isou's d isci
ples would prove to b e indelible until
about 1 968.

MAURICE RA}SFllS, Une En/ana: /ai'que et
ripublicaine (Paris: M anya, 1 992)
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But how exactly did the break occurP

That's a question I have asked myself many a time.
And I have never managed to answer it properly. I
imagine things must have fallen apart somewhat,
that Debord was a little more dispassionate for
a few days. But the fact is that I can't recall the
break itself.
And how was it when you found yourselves In the
same cajt?

I recall a time when we happened to be in the
Monaco at the same time. Quite a few Americans
use to be at the Monaco then, and the way it worked
was that everyone would buy a round, except for the
Americans. When it was my turn, I didn't pay for
Guy, and likewise when it was his round he didn't
pay for me. Suppose we were six drinking: I or Guy
would pay for five glasses only, and the other would
pay for his own separately. It was a ritual: we would
not say a word to each other. It never crossed my
mind to address h i m , and the S;Jme W;J S tn w for h i m
That kind o f thing was just not done.
But you continued to relate to other members of
the group?

No-it was forbidden, we didn't have the right.
Members weren't allowed to keep on talking to the
others-to neighborhood people, yes, but to people
who had been excluded, that was taboo.
How long did this continue, passing people in the street
without saying a word.P

Not long at all, because afterward I left for Algeria,
where I did a lot of drinking, as per usual. I didn't
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see Guy in the neighborhood after that, or not more
than once or twice. I got news of him, because he
would see mutual friends, neighborhood old-timers
that he would have a few drinks and get drunk with,
who would then tell me things like, "Say, Guy is in
such and such a cafe at the moment." Or, "Guy is
over at so and so's." Or, "Guy has gone to Spain." I
imagine he got news of former friends likewise, cer
tainly of our old gang from Moineau's, via people he
ran into here or there: "Jean-Michel has j oined the
Party" or "Jean-Michel is a Trotskyist now." He is
bound to have heard things like that through normal
channels.
And, of course, over time you must hove heard much
talk of Debord.

heard talk of Debord when Potlatch was being
put out. I rather think the idea of Potlatch was
already a little bit in the air before I left-at any
rate, the word "potlatch" had already been found.
Afterward, for many years, I didn't keep up at all,
absolutely not.
I

Was the rite of exclusion modeled on Surrealist
practices.�

As a matter of fact, there was no rite of exclusion.
What happened, roughly speaking, was that before
starting Potlatch, Guy excluded everyone he had
known at Moineau's who had been a participant,
anyone who had signed texts. This is not to say that
he broke off with all of them. He continued seeing
Conord, for instance, and Patrick Straram, and even
Henry de Beam, who was a very big pal of
Chtcheglov's. But he dismissed practically the
entire Moineau team and set off again with a new
team which did, however, include Bernstein, who
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Str�lrfttn .

Gil J \Vo hua n .

was a Moineau person. It was more a matter of
housecleaning than of exclusion, I think, and there
was a playful element in it, too. He didn't start
afresh from nothing, but he renewed the team com
pletely, while keeping up some relationships,
because they were virtually the only ones he had in
Paris. Later he formed others, under other circum
stances, but at that moment Guy didn't have many
connections beyond the Moineau crowd. Anyway,
he made a fres h start. Even Ivan was excluded
then-though I had always thought that he was
excluded much later, at least six months or a year
later. Time is quite relative in these matters. It was
only when I went back to the texts that I realized he
had been excluded very quickly. What's the date of
the issue of Potlatch with the exclusions?

June '54.
That gives me a better idea, because I really
couldn't say for sure myself when exactly Debord
and I separated . If that issue is dated June
then it must have been in the spring of

'54,

'54.

Berna was excluded, too.
Yes, he was, but he genuinely didn't give a shit.

Langla;s was excludedfor "stupidity. "
Yes, I think that's right. But I never really cottoned
to Gaetan-I could take him or leave him.
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IVAN VLADIMIROVITCH CHTCHEGLOV, AKA GILLES IVAIN
PHOTO: GARANS

But how can I forget the one whom I
see everywhere at the high point of our
adventures: the one who, in those uncer

And with Chtcheglov it was for "mythomania, delusions
of interpretation, lack of revolutionary consciousness. "

tain days, opened a new road and
advanced down it so quickly, choosing
those who would come along? For no
one else was his equal that year. You
would have said that merely by contem

Chtcheglov, well, Guy reversed himself on that
later. But lack of revolutionary consciousness-that
was true. Chtcheglov was never a revolutionary.

plating the city, merely by contemplat
ing life, he changed them. In a single

Who was Chtcheglov?

year he raised a century's worth of
demands; the depths and the mysteries
of urban space were his conquests.

First of all, Ivan Chtcheglov's name brings to mind

GUY DEBORD, In Girom imus nocte et

the famous attack on the Eiffel Tower. The story

consumimur igni ( 1 978)

goes that Chtcheglov and Henry de Beam used to
share digs near the Champ-de-Mars, and that the
blinking lights of the Eiffel Tower used to disturb
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them greatly. rl 'hey had, therefore, decided to blow
up the tower. Of course, everyone knew about their
plan and, consequently, so did the cops. One day
they left the neighborhood with a haversack-I have
no idea what it really contained-intending to blow
up the monument, and sure enough they were
nabbed before they had gone thirty meters. But
when you think about it carefully.... Many a time
I 've wondered whether it was just the blinking
lights that kept them from sleeping, and whether
there wasn't something more on Chtcheglov's mind:
considering the state in which we generally got
home at night (or rather in the morning), even an
Eiffel Tower looming above couldn't really have
kept anybody awake.
Chtcheglov drank, too?

Chtcheglov drank less, I think.
So what was on Chtcheglov :' mind apart from the
flashing lights that kept him from sleeping?

There was almost all the culture in the world. He
was extraordinarily well read. He was fairly young,
but he had studied a mass of stuff, he knew a mass
of stuff; he came from a family of intellectuals, pret
ty much. I went two or three times to his home, in
the sixteenth, where his old parents lived, com
pletely traditional, completely bourgeois. I don't
know quite whether they were White Russians, but
they were definitely emigres from who knows when,
an old family, complete with a family grocery where
an old lady served us, on credit, if need be.
Chtcheglov was a kid who fit comfortably into his
family when he wanted to; he was not at odds with
his parents. And he was full of ideas. Chtcheglov
had a tic: sometimes we would take the metro and
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he would keep saying "I have a tic, I have a tic, I
have a tic." His tic was to have a tic, to say that he
had a tic. It could go on for the whole journey.
What

impression

did Chtcheglov give

at first

encounterP

A kind of smile, and the clear sense that he had a
strong desire to have everyone on.
And when you got closer to himP

IVAN CI ITCHEGLOV

You still felt he was having you on, that he would
never take this universe very seriously. Was there a
link between this and what happened to him later?
I couldn't say. But I must say that I already felt that
he was like me, that he didn't belong in this world ....
But you stillfelt dijferentP

Yes. He came from somewhere else. ... But, of
course, we were all different-at Moineau's there
were n 't two people wh o were :l l ike Tn :lny (, rl s e ,
Chtcheglov didn't seem any more "crazy" than any
one else in the gang.
What happened with him, exactlyP

Whether it was the effects of alcohol, or the effects
of himself, he started-along with Gaetan, by the
way-seeing Tibetan lamas all over the place,
becoming more like a reader of Planete, more
Surrealist. That was not the Guy Debord line,
which was very specific. So Ivan was excluded.
Later on, he married Stella, and then one day when
he had been drinking he wrecked an entire bar.
Certainly he had behavioral problems, but we don't
really know, we can't really know-he was so
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destroyed at the hospital, what with the insulin and
the electroshock treatment, which would obviously
have driven even a sane person mad .... Our view at
the time was that demolishing a whole billiard room
while completely drunk was insufficient justifica
tion for calling the cops and having a person forcibly
committed. Ivan's girlfriend Stella signed some
thing called a voluntary commitment authoriza
tion-in reality, a totally involuntary arrangement
and Ivan found himself in the mental hospital. He
was allowed out on leave but would return of his
own free will. He was a ruin, albeit a fine ruin, of his
former self. He had been defined as schizophrenic.
Those were the days of insulin-induced coma and
electroshock, and he described these things in
splendidly lyrical terms.
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CENTER: MICHELE BERNSTEIN GIVING A
LIGHT TO ELIANE, WHO IS SITfING ON
HER KNEE. HALF VISIBLE: ANDRE-FRANCK
CONORD. To HIS RIGHT. MEZIANE. FAR
LEFT, REFLECTED IN MIRROR:
JEAN-LoUIS BRAV.
PHOTO: E D VAN DER ELSKEN
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What were Chtcheglov 's relations with Debord like?

Debord and he were extremely close. Debord paid
enormous attention to Chtcheglov, enormous.
Chtcheglov's ideas were already formed, and I think
he helped Guy a great deal in his search, helped him
make progress on the issue of urbanism, on the issue
of the relationship between art and life. Ivan had
ideas that were truly quite personal to him. He was
a genuine visionary, I would say, something of that
order.
What about the derive, how did that get started? You
would be wandering the streets, walking. . . .

The first true derives were i n n o way distinct from
what we did in the ordinary way. We went on walks
from time to time. One among others that became
traditional took us from the neighborhood to the
Chinese section around Rue Chalon-behind the
Gare de Lyon. We would eat over there, because it
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was not expensive, or occasionally we would stop on
the way near Saint-Paul to buy salted anchovies,
which made us desperately thirsty. Then we would
make our way back as best we could. Some made
it, some didn't, some collapsed en route. We also
used to visit the Spanish neighborhood along the
canal at Aubervilliers. We would go there either at
the start or at the end of the night. There was
chorizo, paella .... Old workers' bistros frequented in
the main by guy s who had arrived after the Spanish
Civil War,

Republicans. We were

pretty

well

received, because we drank enormously. But those
were the sort of places where we never arrived
completely straight and often left dead drunk.

To begin with, then, there was no theorizing about the
derive.;>
Not at the outset, not really. Chance played a big
part. Take the rail strike in the summer of 1 953, for
instance. That was a very special time: no trains
were running, and public transport in Paris was also
at a standstill. There was a lot of hitchhiking and

military trucks ferrying people about. For a few
days, hitching became a perfectly normal way to get
around the city. We used to go to the Gare de Ly on
to support the strikers and thumb our noses at the
people waiting for trains. We couldn't stick around
for too long because we would have been set upon.
My first derives were with Guy,

R liane,

and

R liane's

girlfriend, Linda. It was simple: we started hitch
hiking, and the fourth or fifth car would pick us up.
Guy would buy bottles of wine from a cafe, we
would drink them, then set off hitching again. We
went on like that until we were completely potted.
Not all that poetic, really. At that time I used to find
it very tiring to walk. Naturally, we used to walk
around the streets in the neighborhood, and when
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POTLAT CH POTLATCH POTLATCH POTLAT CH POTLATCH POTLAT CH POTLATCH POTLAT
bul l etin d ' informati on du groupe frang a 1 s
p.r af t tou s l e s ma rdi s

de

l ' interna t i one l e l ettri st e
n O l - 22 j u in 1954

POTLATCH :
Vou s Ie r e c evre z sou vent. L ' Inte rnationale l e tt r i s t e
y tra i t e ra d e s p robl e m e s d e la s em. i n e . P o tl a tch e s t la pUbl i ca t i on

la plu s engag� e .du mond e : nou s trava i l l on s a l ' e tebl i ss ement c ons c i ent
et c o l l e c t i f d ' un e nouve l l e c i vi l i s a t i o n .
La Reda c t i on

TOUTE l ' &AU DE LA MER NE POURRAIT P AS
..

•.• •

L e l e r d e c emb r e , Marc ell e M. , age e de s ei z e ans , tente de se su i c i der
'
�vec son amant . L 1 individu , maj eur et mar i � , ose d e c larer , ap r� s qu an
l e s a i t sauve s , qu ' i l e e t e entra f n e "a son c o rp s de fendant " . Marc ell e
e s t d e fe r e e a un tribunal pour enfant s qu i do i t " app r e c i e r sa part de
r e stlonsab i l i t e m o r a l � " .
En Franc e " l e s m i n eu r e s sont enferme e s dans d e s p r i s ons g�ner a l ement
r e l i gi eu s e s . On y fa i t p a s s e r l e u r J eune s s e .

L e 5 fevri e r , a Madr i d , di i-hu i t ana r ch i s t e s qu i ont e s s aye d e r e c on s
t i tu e r l a C . N . T . s o n t c ondamn e s p ou r r eb e l l i on m i l i ta i re .
L e s b eni s s eu r s - fu s i l l eurs d e Fran c o protegent la s i n i stre " c iv i l i sa
tion o c c i dental e " .

L e s h ebdomada i re s dU mOl s d ' avri l publ i ent , P OU 1' l eu r
c e rt a i n e s ph o toEl du Kenya : l'e reb e l l a "general Ch ine "
s en t e n c e de mort . La car lingu e d ' un avion de la Royal
trent e - qu a tl' e silhou e t t e s p e i n t e s rep r � s en t en t autant
trai l l e s au s o l .
U n noi r abattu s ' app ell e u n Mau-JIlau .

pi ttore squ e ,
ent endant sa
Ai r Force ou
d ' indige n e s mi 

Le l e r j l.l i n , dans I e ri di cu l e "Figaro " , Mau l'i a c bl am e Frang o i s e sagan
de ne p o i n t pr�ch e r , - a l ' h eure au l ' Emp i r e s ' en va en e au de bOUdi n ,
- qu elqu e s u n e s d e s va l eurs bi en frang a i s e s qu i nous e tta chcnt I e peu
pI e maro c a i n par e xemp l e . (Nature l l em ent nou s n ' avons pa s une minu t e
a p e rdre pou r l i r e les romans e t - l e s l'oman c i e r e s d e c ette p e t i t e anne e
1954 , mai s quand on r essembl e a Mauri a c , i1 elst ob s c en e de pa rler
d ' un e fi l l e d e di x-hu i t ans. )
Le d e rni e r num e ro de Ie r e vu e neo- su rrea l i s t e , - et J u squ ' a p r e s ent in
o ffen s i v e ,- ''MEldium '' tourne a 18 provo c a t i o n : I e fa s c i ste Geoges Sou
l e s surgi t au somma i r e sous Ie p s eudonym e d ' Ab e l l i o j Gera rd Legrand
s ' a ttaqu e au x trava i l l eurs nord- a fri o a i n s de Pari s .

La p eu r .d e s vra i e s qu e s t i ons et l a compl a i sanc e env e r s Qes modes in

t el l e c tu e l l e s p e l'im e e s r� s s embl ent a i n s i l e s p ro f e s s i onn e l s de l ' e o ri
tU l'e , qu ' e l l e se veu i l l e edi fi ant e ou revo lte e comme Camu s .

C e qui manqu e a c e s m e s s i eurs , c ' e s t 18 T e rreur.

Guy-Ernest Debora

UN NOUVEAU MYTHE

L e s derni ers lamas sont mort s , ma i s Ivi ch a l e s y eux
bri d e s . Qui s e ront l e s enfant s d ' I vi ch ?
D e s maint enant Ivi ch a ttend , n ' imp ort e ou dan s I e monde.
andr'- Fl'ank Conord
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we were panhandling, walking was unavoidable.
But going to the Chinese area was a heroic expedi
tion, and Aubervilliers was even worse. Don't forget,
we were drunk, and distances are greater when you
are drunk: you don't walk in a straight line, so ....

Twcnty-nine numbers of Po(/(//{'h were
published in 27 installments between
2 2 June 1 954 and 5 Navem ber ] 957
( N o s . 9-1 1 , dated 1 7-., ] August 1 954,
constituted a triple issue). From No. ]
to No. 2 1 , Potlatch was subtitled
"Information B u lletin of the French
Group of the I ,etterist International,"

Then, in late '53, y o u all movedfrom Moineau :r; to Rue
de la Montagne-Sainte-Genevieve-which you called
"Rue de la Montagne-Genevieve. "

and then. for the remainder of the
series, "Information B ulletin of the
I ,etterist I nternational." C:ntil the said
triple issue the paper appeared weekly
(on Tuesdays); from No. 12 on, it

That's right-no saints allowed, of course. The
move meant that everyone now mingled. I don't
know how we landed there, whether Guy had a pre
cise plan. I do know that later on he had a precise
plan about the thirteenth arrondissement, which
was to undertake derives over there. It was a very old
quarter where buildings were already beginning to
be demolished, one of the first quarters to feel the
brunt of the new urbanism, but still a very interest
ing corner of the city. It was slated as the first area to
be systematically torn down and transformed. Very
working class, lots of factories, very Communist
Party, very left-wing. There were buildings there
just as there were on the outer boulevards, the
Boulevards des Marechaux-that were practically
unassailable. The cops never showed their faces in
places like that. There was also Les Hailes-but
Les Halles was a slightly different case. I really
don't know whether our migration, so to speak, from
Moineau 's to Charlot's on Rue de la Montagne
Sainte-Genevieve was part of Guy's strategy, but I
rather doubt that it was pure happenstance.
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became a monthly; and from No. 26
on, publication was irregular. The
paper's successivc editors-in-chief were
Andre-Franck Conord (Nos. 1 -8).
I\lohamed Dahou (Nos. 9- 1 K), G i l J
Wolman (No. 1 9), and Jacques Filion
(Nos. 23-24). Later issues appeared
without mention of a n editor-in-chief.
Potlatch was composed of sheets meas

uring 2 1 by 31 centimeters with typed
text recto and versa, mimeograp h e d .
The sheets were stapled together at
the upper left corneL The length var
ied from one to four s h eets, and the
print

CO lint

i ncreased over the series

from 50 to 500 copies. Potlatch was
never sold. On 15 July 1 959 there
appeared the first (and last) number of
a "new series" of Potlatch, subtitled
"Internal lnformatian Bulletin of the
Situationist InternatiooaL"
('lext: Henri Polaklaan)
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Charlot's was the bistro right next to 32 Rue de la
Montagne-Sainte-Genevieve, wasn 't it.?
No, number 32

was

the bistro: our legal address was

Charlot's itself. And that was where we got together,
sometimes there and sometimes, for a while, in the
old neighborhood. Then one day Guy decided-or
we decided, but no doubt at Guy's suggestion-that
hencefo rward we would no longer go to the old
neighborhood, and that anyone who did would no
longer belong to the group. Still, there were people
who came to see us: there was Michele Bernstein,
who at the time was not officially in the group; there
were old-timers from Moineau 's; Ghislain came a
few times; Guilbert would come over and go on a
bender. . . .

You say that Michele Bernstein was not yet a group
member. What year was this'?
When I first met her at Moineau's in 1 952 she used
to be in almost every day, but she worked, she was a

serious person. I think she wa s sti l l ta k i n !';

comses

and working at the same time. I got to know her
about the same time as Guy did, but she was not in
the group , nor was she, I believe, in '53. I n any case,
she didn't sign any L I texts. She signed from the
beginning of Potlatch, and she j oined the group for
mally at that time. Guy and Michele were married
very soon after, in August '54.

Were you aware of their getting married.?
Yes, because Guy's new group was not watertight at
the time when I was excluded. A number of friends
who had never been part of the old group continued
to see Guy and drink with him. There was Sacha,
there was Guilbert-the break was not complete.
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MICHELE B E RNSTEIN AND GUY DEBORD ON A BALCONY OF THE HOTEL IN RUE RACINE
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Up until my ill-fated departure for Algeria, in early
'56, I had news of Guy regularly.
Michele Bernstein :r name appears for the first time just
after your exclusion; namely, in Potlatch No. 3, which
came out in July 1954.

That's it exactly. I remember one afternoon when
we had been drinking together, the three of us. I
told them they were made for each other and, in
effect, that they ought to get married, and indeed I
felt it would be a good idea. Guy was amazingly cul
tivated, and he had remarkable ideas for the time
and for later times, too, for that matter; and
Bernstein for her part, though completely different,
had an exceptional classical culture and vast knowl
edge. To me, and to others at the time, she was a
walking dictionary. She came from a highly cultured
background.
How did the neighborhood people perceive her?

A pain in the rear end. She was seen as an outsider
because she had a job. She was working part-time,
student jobs ....
But her working was useful.

Yes, because she always had a couple of francs on her.
And she stood you drinks with them?

Oh, yes, absolutely. She was really nice. I remember
one morning coming into Moineau's with Joel Berle,
about eleven, and she was there already because she
used to eat lunch at Moineau's-the cheapest bistro
in Paris. Right away she started ordering glasses of
red for us. But she was a little different. She. was
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appealing, and, furthermore, it was very pleasant
occasionally to hear her talking of various writers
and suchlike. But Michele had a slight air of sophis
tication that placed her outside our little family.
There was a whiff of "fancy neighborhood" about
her. That said, we were very fond of her-she was
intolerable, but, as I remember, we were very fond
of her.
How did she and Guy respond when you suggested they
get married.P

They said "Alright" -and Guy had another drink. I
can see him now, with his smile that was a little . . .
a little sly. I don't know if they had already thought
of it, if marriage was something they already had in
mind. I made the remark in a perfectly natural
way-they seemed to me like an extraordinary
match.
Apartfrom Michele, who were the girls around you all
at that time? Were there many?

At Moineau's there were a few, yes.
Can you be more specific?

Before E liane, I lived with Sarah Abouaf, who
signed several Letterist texts. She lived on the out
skirts of Paris, in a hostel for Jewish girls whose par
ents had died as deportees. I don't know how she
ended up in the neighborhood. But, anyway, I leapt
at her. and she leapt at me, and that was how she got
to Moineau's.
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Was she a minor?
Oh, yes-and in fact she got herself caught and sent
to a reformatory. Later on, her sister, who was even
younger, came by to tell me what had happened
when S arah was up before the judge-and to cut a
long story short, the little sister ended up staying in
the neighborhood, too. I took her to my oid friend
Raymond Hains's house, and she replaced her sister
among us. She was called Sylvie, I think. Then
there were women who passed through, who came
and went. Often they came into Moineau's much as
they might go into the Mabillon; it depended on
which of our crew had picked them up. Some stayed
the day, some stayed longer-and some stayed a
very long time, indeed. There were other ladies,
too, much older, by which I mean they must have
been at least twe n ty-five. You

had girls who

worked-two in particular, quite extraordinary, who
worked at the Hotel des Impots, the tax department
on Place Saint-Sulpice-and a few ladies who were
semiprofessionals, who had a gentleman friend or
two, like Marithe, the serving girl. There were even
a few really old ladies, one of whom used to wait
impatiently in hopes of picking up a drunk at six in
the morning and taking him home. Practically
everyone at Moineau's fell into her clutches sooner
or later-Germaine was her name.

You too?
Yes, but actually there were two o f them-I was
caught by one but managed to escape the other. We
also had the dresser of Louis J ouvet's theater troupe;
she had toured with him in Latin America during
the war and washed up at Moineau 's, who knows
how. And a girl who had been a ticket-puncher in
the metro. It was one of the gang that brought her in
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one day. She left her ticket-punching gizmo on the
seat when she left. Then she quit her metro job and
became a Moineau person.
At all events, I 'm sure that, living the life you did, you
had a better chance of meeting girls than other boys
your age.

Oh, yes, the level of sexual activity must certainly
have surpassed the national average. Naturally, we
were not faithful, either on principle or by inclina
tion; nobody is faithful by inclination-and we were
not faithful on principle, either. It was quite
inevitable, therefore, that after a while everybody
had spent a tender moment or two with most of the
others. Not with all, but everyone had had two,
three, four, or five liaisons in succession. All the girls
had slept with Feuillette, because Feuillette was
public property-it was Feuillette who was easy, not
the women. There was also the matter of homosex
uality. In the group, old Serge was bisexual,
Raymond Hains is homosexual, Fran«ois and
Spacagna also on occasion, Joel, me . . . .

ORLANDO
P HOTO: GARANS

Was it overtP

Yes, at that time it was all part of the game: you were
supposed to do everything, try everything. But
some of the older people, for example, Guilbert,
were not too fond of queers.
Did you try everything yourself;>

Yes-well, perhaps not everything, I must have left
a few gaps ! Don't forget, though, that the others
imagined me a sort of Rimbaud at the time; and
they had me play that role. There was a Brazilian
filmmaker called Orlando who had come to Paris to
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make a film but ended up spending several years in
Moineau's before going home, and he was in love
with me and called me "the archangel." Still, those
who looked upon homosexuality as perfectly
healthy and normal were a restricted group. In the
neighborhood there were people, known as
t ruqueurs fakers who cruised around looking for
homos to entrap and beat up---qu ite a fashionable
sport in those days.
-

-

TOTE\! AND TABOO
First shown on 1 1 February 1 95 2 and
i mmediately banned by the
Censorship Office for reasons that
remain unclear, Gil J Wolman's first
film, L' A nticoncept, may still not
be exhibited, even in noncommercial
venues.
This film, which marks a clear turning
point, is withheld from the public by
a committee made up of heads of
household and police hrass. When
the powers of the cop are added to the

How did you of the tribe view artists?

professional blindness of the critic, we
have idiots banning anything they

The first thing we had to say about painters was not
very theoretical, because it was, "There's a cocktail
party tomorrow evening at such and such a gallery in
such and such a street." What painters meant to us
was first and foremost a chance to drink and a
chance to eat: we tried never to miss an important
opening. So the painters' primary function was util
itarian. That said, I don't think we had any theory
on the subject, not as I recall. We thought they were
nice, we knew a few slightly, but their world was not
our world. I remember Dominguez, a tall Spaniard
who drank like a fish. We were fond of Fonta
because he also drank like a fish and paid for our
drinks. He was a very bad painter, a watercolorist,
very bad, an old man from the point of view of
painting. I remember Michaux, too, but we were
hardly paying attention. We had nothing against
painters in general. We had a lot against Surrealists,
on the other hand. A case of murder of the father,
obviously. We looked upon Surrealists as cops ....

don't understand.
I t is true that L' Anticoncept is more
loaded with explosives for the intelli
gence than the irritating truck in
Clouzot's Wages of Fear and more
offensive today than the images of
E isenstein, which frightened E u rope
for so long.
The most overtly threatening aspect of
a work such as this, however, is that it
contests so absolutely the yardsticks
and perishable conventions of those
heads of household and police brass;
and that it is bound to endure, at the
source of the coming troubles, long
after these stooge censors have
vanished.

G Uy-ERKEST DEBORD, lnternationale
Lettriste No. 3 (August 1952)

What did you all know, at the time, of the Surrealist
movement, its history, Breton and the othersl)

What I knew to begin with-and I was not alone in
this-was from the Nadeau book, The History of
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Surrealism. I myself didn't know much. I had read
things here and there, some Breton, but not the
political writings; I had read Prevert, Queneau-but
they were not exactly Surrealists. And, like every
body from a Stalinist background, I knew E luard
and Aragon--even some of their early works. But
for me the Surrealists were more of a myth: old
timers who had tried to do things but failed.
That was your view at that timeP

Yes, but you have to bear in mind that I was per
fectly capable of condemning someone without
having read a single line of their work. I could hold
forth for two hours about some film, some individual
... but I had a completely honorable reason for doing
so: getting my drinks paid for. In bars you learn to
follow several conversations at once, and I would lis
ten to what people were saying. . . . The only film I
remember seeing during that period is Rashomon. It
was Michele Bernstein who took me to see it on the
Boul' Mich'. I think that was the only time I went to
the movies in one or two years-we didn't go and
see things, we didn't need to.
You mean you never went to the movies.?

No, we didn't. Maybe Guy went now and again,
alone, to see some particular thing, but the rest of
the group hardly ever went, or if we went we didn't
go to watch the film.
But didn 't the Letterists-Isou, Wolman, Debord-play
quite a significant role in film in the years 1950 to 1952P

Debord 's film was perfect. I saw Gil's L'Anticoncept
only much later, at Beaubourg, but I had read the
script in Ion. I found it very beautiful. For me in
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those days film, just like the other forms of art, was
completely outmoded---ou r task was to find some
thing else. In the Letterist perspective, however, I
was ready to make a film, too. I had even begun
scribbling down a few sentences, but, of course, I
lost them some night getting drunk somewhere or
other. So I never became a filmmaker. Had I done
so, I would have liked to make a film like Dufrene's,
without images, without anything.
It was nonetheless a leaflet against Chaplin that sig
naled the break between the left wing of Letterism and
Isou.

Yes, yes, but it wasn't so much as a film actor or
director that we denounced Chaplin. It was because
he had accepted a medal from the police chief-that
was what was completely unacceptable. We had to
demolish Charlie Chaplin, but it was a directly polit
ical issue.
Same thing in the case of Breton: he was
attacked on political grounds-because he had not
behaved well in the broadest perspective.
MeaningP

We didn't know exactly, we didn't have all the
details, but he had been on the radio in the United
States during the war, and naturally everyone said
that it was a CIA radio station, or things to that
effect. At all events, Surrealism as we perceived it at
that time was gaga, nothing but internal squabbling,
a pale shadow of its former self.
A nd in a sense you represented the changing of the guard.P

Absolutely. And I really do believe that there was a
vacuum at that moment, politically speaking. Later
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FINIS

LES

:"IEl)S

PLATS

Cin�aste s ous- liack Sennett , acteur sous-Vax Linder , Stavis� des lannes de s f'ille s
m � re s abandonne e s et de s petits orphelins d ' AIlteuil , vous 3tes Chaplin, l ' e scro c
aux sentiments , le maitre-chanteur de la s ouf'f'rance.
Il f'allait au CinelD&togrephe s e s Uelq. Vau s lui ave z donne vos oeuvres e t vo s
bonne s oeuvres.
Parce que vous di sie z 3 tre le f'aible et l ' opprime , s ' attaquer a vau s c l etait
atta
quer le f'aible et l' oppr1.m6 , mai s derrUre votre basuette de jonc , c ertains sen
taient de ja la matraque du f'lic .
Vous 3te s"celui-qui- te nd- l ' autre- jaue-e1;o1 ' autre-f'e sse " mais naus qui sOJllJle
l s jeune s
et be aux ; rapondons Revolution lorsqu ' on nous dit souf'f'rance �
aux pieds , plat s , naus � croyons p a s aux "pers ecuti ons absurde s " dont
vous serie z victime, En f'ranqai s Service d ' Immigration se dit Agenee de Publicite.
Une conference de Pre s ss comm e celle que Vous avez tenue a Cherbourg pourrait lan
cer n t importe quel navet. He craignez done rien pour le succ �s de Limelight.

V ax du Veuzit

Allez vous couoher , f'asci te larva , gagne z be aucoup d I IU'gent , soyez mondllin ( tr�s
reus si votre plat ventre devant la pe tite Elisabeth ) , maurrez vite , nous vaus f'erons
des ob s eque s de premipre c la8se �
Que votre dernier film soit vraiment le dernier.
Les f'eux de la rsmpe ont f'ait f'ondre le f'ard du soi- dis ant mime genial et l ' on ne
voit plus qu ' un viei�d s inistre et intere s s e .
G o home Mister Chaplin,

l ' Internationale Lettriste

SERGE

BERNA

GUY-ERNFST DEBORD

ANTI-CHAPLIN LEAFLET
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JEAN-1.. BRAU
GIL J

WOLrAN

on, the Surrealists unquestionably played an impor
tant role with the "Manifesto of the 1 2 1 " during the
war in Algeria. But if memory serves, Breton had
compromised himself by dabbling in the Citizens of
the World movement. We had this idea of Breton as
in a way fallen; and if we hated him so much, per

NO MORE FLAT F E ET
Sub-Mack Sennett fi l mmaker,
sub-Max Linder actor, Stavisky of
weeping unwed mothers and l i ttle
orphans of Auteu il, hail Chaplin,
swindler of emotions, master-singcr of
suffering,
The cinematograph needed its Dellys.

haps it was not only that he was a father figure, but

You have given it your works-and

also that he was a father fallen from grace. There

your good works,

must have heen something of that in it.
Once we went on a long expedition to interrupt
the vernissage of a Surrealist exhibition at the E toile
Scellee gallery. I was with Jean-Louis Hrau-Hull
Dog B rau. "Bull Dog" was a sobriquet such as box

Since you claimcd to stand for the
weak and the oppressed, attacking you
seemed like attacking the weak and
the oppressed; but some have dis
cerned the cop's nightstick hehind the
rattan cane.
You are "he who turns the other cheek

ers had. There was a time when we all used two first

and the other ass cheek," but we are

names. I already had two, so nothing changed there,

young and good-looking, and when we

but Berle was called "Pierre-Joel," Debord "Guy

hear suffering we rep ly Revolution.
You are a Max du Veuzit with flat feet,

Ernest," Wolman "Gil J," and B rau "Bull Dog"

and we do not believe i n the "absurd

because he was always talking about boxing. That

persecutions" you say you are the vic

was one of his great methods of striking up conver
sations in bars and getting treated. He would break

tim of. The French for immigration
service is advertising agency. The kind
of press conference you gave at

in whenever guys were talking about boxing and

Cherbourg would turn a complete dud

could carry on for hours about it. I don't remember

into a sensation, so you needn't worry

how it came about that he knew s o much about box

abour the success of I.imelight.

Go to bed, you budding fascist. ]\[ake

ing. Anyway, we were on this long mission, and we

lots of money. :'v1ingle with high sociery

must have stopped at twenty-five bistros en route,

(bravo for the gtoveling before l i ttle

and we were drinking Legros cocktails, which were
absolutely lethal.

Elizaheth). Die soon. we can guarantee
you a first-class funeral.
May your latest film b e your last.
The footlights have melted the make
up of the supposedly brilliant mime.

What is a Legros cocktaiN'

All we can see now is a lugubrious and
mercenary old man.

It's quite simple: you take a pastis, but instead of

Go home Mister Chaplin.

adding water you add rum. Occasionally, we would

THE LETl'ERIST INTERNAIlOI\:AL:
SERGE B E RNA

also add Cynar-a ghastly concoction, some kind of
Italian aperitif flavored with artichokes-to spice
the thing up a little. That day we were drinking one

J EAN-T '. B RAU
Glly-ERNEST DERORD
GIL J WOLMAN

each time we stopped at a bar, and, of course, we
ended up in the police station long before we got to
the E toile Scellee gallery. Anyway, we denied the
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The histor\ of the cinema is fu l l of
corpses with a high market value.
While the crowds and t h e intelligentsia
are yet again d i scovering old man
C h a p l i n O f slavering with admiration

tilr

the latest of Luis B u fiucl's

Surrealists any right to continue presenting them
selves as such in the neighborhood galleries. We
were, in any case, duty bound to denounce the
Surrealists. Which reminds me that we used to run
into an old gentleman who was Tristan Tzara. When
we met him, we would insult him.

S u r re a l i s t re makes, the ravages of the

I ,ettcrists,

who arc young and good

looki ng, proceed apace:
Screens arc m i rrors that petrify the
cld vc n t u rous by returning their own
i m a ge s to them and halting them in
t h e i r tracks. I f one cannot pass t h rough
the screen o f p h o tography to some
thing deeper, then the cinema holds no
i n te re � t for m e .
.J e a n - I s i dore Isou
A p r i l 1 95 1 :

. \reatise

o n Slobber

Where did you use to see him?

At Le Bouquet, mainly. He used to play chess there.
There were three steps up to go in, a few tables and
chairs and chess players who stayed there all day
long. Le Bouquet was on the corner of Rue des
Ciseaux and Rue du Four-about thirty meters
from Moineau's.

and E ternity

Do you recall the type of insults you used?
T h e t i m e of the poets is over
Today I sleep
G i l j Wol m a n
February 1952: The Anticoncep t
(banned by the censor)
"Wi th my eyes closed I buy everything

Pretty crude, I suspect. We insulted him more as a
Dadaist than as a Stalinist-that was always the way:
Dadaists, Surrealists, they were our prime enemies.
Tzara was a Stalinist as well, of course-he had
h",,,, n in th", (;nm m l l n i <:t

p"rty f,,!' 'lges.

Guy-Ernest Debord
june 1 952: Howls i n F avOf of Sade

You hadn 't read Tzara, I presume?

In p re paration:
T h e Boat o f Ord i nary L i fe
by jean-Lou is Brau
O n the Mild Laughter Surrounding
Death

I don't know. Maybe one or two things from the
anthology....
Which did not prevent y o u from insulting him.

by S e rge Berna
We make revolution in our spare time

TH E TRI B E

Certainly not. I insulted Peret, I hadn't read Peret,
and now I think Peret was one of the very, very
great. I also used to insult a much less well-known
guy by the name of Iliazd, usually at the Bonaparte,
a bar where he would go, because we were not ready
to acknowledge that he had produced poetry in the
twenties that was remarkably akin to Letterism.
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d'une
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valeur

marchan d e . Alors que la foule et I'intelligence de�ouvrent une fois
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remake
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v i e il lard

Chaplin

ourrhli.to de

et

bave nt

Luis Bunuel, leo

d'admiration
loUristes

qui

au

dernier

sont

jeunes

et beau x pour.uivent leurs ravagel I
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qui petrlfl�nt I�. aventarl�n,
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SI ont n� peat

d� plall prol.... I� dnem. n� m·l.ttr�lIlI� pa.
.Jean-Ilidore

ISOU

Avril 1 9 5 1 :

TRAITt DE

C'�lIt IInl I� templI

BAVE ET D'tTERNlTt

d�. p&ftell

Auloard'hal I� don
Pevrier 1 9 5 2 :

Gil

J WOLJtlAN

L'ANTiCONCEPT
(interdit par la cenlure)

•

L�II yeal( lermtll ,'a«:htte toat aa prlRtemplI.

•

Guy-Brneat

DEBORD

Juin 1952 :

DURLEJtlENTS

EN f' AVEUR DE

SADE

Bn coun de realisation :

LA BARQUE DE LA VIE COURANTE
de Jean-Louis

BRAU

DU UGER RIRE QU'IL Y A AUTOUR DE LA JtlORT
de Serge

BERNA

N O U S FAI SO N S LA R EVOLUTIO N
A N O S MOM ENTS P ER D U S
THE NIGHT OF CINEMA
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Would it be fair to say, then, that bad faith was part
and parcel of the tribe 's attitudeP
Oh, it would be quite fair. In all good faith, I
acknowledge that bad faith was part and parcel.. . .

What effect did it have on you years later, when you had
taken a very different path-first as a Communist and
then as a Trotskyist militant-when you heard
Debord's name mentioned in publicP
I tried to keep up somewhat, but I don't think I can
have read

The Society of the Spectacle

until twenty

years after it was published. One day, though, I
finally decided to read it. As for Debord 's

Mtfmoires,

I can 't recall when the book came out, but I must
have read it very much earlier than

The Society of the

Spectacle.
M emoires

was published in '58.

Well, I didn't read it in '58, but someone lent it to

!iie later arid I r:.:: ad it qulck!y. It dealt vvith uur peri
od-there was the photo of E liane on her barstool,
and one of me with E liane and Pepere just back
from Cayenne . . . .

Did the book awaken yourfeelings from that timeP
Yes, a touch of nostalgia, a touch of melancholy. And
it reflected many things, including an aspect-well,
let me put it this way: had you walked into
Moineau 's in those days, there were moments when
you would have thought, "Why, these people, these
young people are perfectly charming. " Because we
woul d sing a lot of songs. Midou would play the gui
tar from time to time, very sweetly. And we

were

sweet-even if it was solely due to our smoking
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"What's your scene, man?"

cretins"

"Their knowledge of life owed nothing to their

" Reification. "

I

episodic presence in the precincts of the uni

"Yeah?

versity nor yet to the few diplomas they had

big books and piles of paper on a big table?"

acquired by the most varied and least acknowl

"Nope.

I

guess that means pretty hard work with
drift. Mostly

I

just drift."

edgeable means."

F ROM THE SITUATIONIST COMIC STRIP, LE RE TOUR DE LA COLONNE DUR UTTf ( 1 966).
THE COWBOYS' EXCHANGE IS A D£TOIJRNEMENT OF MICHELE BE RNSTEIN'S NOVEL, Tous LES CHEVA UX /)IJ ROf
(PARIS: E DITIONS BUCHET/CIIASTEL, 1 960).
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hash and drinking. We favored quite a few medieval
songs, "Le Roi Renaud," things like that. People
didn't know those then. And lots of M ac Orlan. Our
favorite

si nger,

even

Montero-I think

then,

Germaine

was

1 was the one who introduced

"La Complainte de Margaret" and various similar
things. Guy had this slightly retro side, and he liked
these songs. "Bernard, Bernard, this green youth"
that side of Debord, his "reactionary" side, if you
like, the refusal of the modern world . Old Paris, old
houses, old you-name-it-and old songs. Gil, too,
liked such things.

1 didn't keep up at
1 was very surprised in May 1 968-1 couldn't

To get back to Guy's history,
all.

imagine Guy surrounded by three thousand people;
that wasn 't his style at all. After that, I did keep up
more, but in

1 968 Situationism was, after all, the

enemy-though not for me so much, because I

1 wasn't a student, 1 was
1 968 we considered Situationism

wasn't in the universiry,
much too old. In

to be anti-Marxist. \Vhich was wrong, of course,
because in the meantime Guy had obviously read

and 3tudicd 11a1A, ciill:!

Vv d.�

i..1 Y �llb

LU

LIall�ct:: n

d

Marx; the Marxist starting point in Debord is plain
to see. But Situationism was spontaneist, a danger
for

the

Trotskyists,

who

were

organize d,

Leninists-well, in short, Situationism was anti
Leninist,
Personally,

and

therefore

Guy was

our enemy.

1 was never bothered by this. 1 had

nothing to do with what was said or not said by
young Trotskyist comrades who were eighteen or
twenty

years

old

in

'68

and

who

thought

Situationism was nothing more than a group of peo
ple who had taken over some university building
or other. They saw Situationists as political ad
versaries of the moment, but they knew absolutely
nothing of their antecedents.
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Did they know ofyour own past.?
When I joined, no. They had no idea that I had once
known Debord. Except for a few friends-but the
subject rarely came up. Remember, too, that there
was not much of a connection between the Debord
I had known when we were hanging about together
and what had now become a vast horde of Situs, pro
Situs, post-Situs-a horde that even Debord, as I
understood it, did not care much for.

Were the Situationists very
YOllr

Trotskyist group,

strongly

opposed to

the Jellnesse

Commllniste

Revollltionnaire (JCR)?
Yes, we were the enemy. In some university depart
ments, the two groups were literally at daggers
drawn. Later, gradually, I let it be known how I had
once known Guy in quite different circumstances;
but since during that whole period I gave everyone,
including the lrotskyists, the impression that I was
an individualist and a crank, they were not especial
ly surprised. But we were now in

1 968, more than

fifteen years later. When I knew Debord, most of
the kids of M ay

'68 were just toddlers. Between me

and the youngsters in the high-school action com
mittees there was a whole world , a chasm a century
or two wide. Little by little the gap narrowed, and
today when I see those same people, who are now
about fifty as compared with my sixty-three, we are
almost the same age. At the time, though, I must
have seemed to them like a prehistoric monster.
Most of them had never read The Society of the

Spectacle-and still haven 't.

In their eyes the

Situationists were simply an opposing political
group-I ' m even convinced that Vaneigem was bet
ter known to them than Guy, no doubt because
there were ideas in Vaneigem that had an appeal for
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"J udgment of a j udgment. Is it too much
--or too little? Wolman resolves to speak
tomorrow,

15

May."

PORTRAIT OF GIL J WOLMAN BY
GUy-E RNEST DEBORD

some of them, which was not true of Debord.
Debord was simply unfathomable, and they didn't
understand a word.

Did you understand a word.?
As I say, I hadn't read it at that time; I was too busy,
and we had our own stuff. But I caught up later and
revisited that past: I tried to reconstruct Guy's
development, and things began to gel-I could see
that he was still the same. Guy was a very tenacious
person, and he nurtured his memories. One might
be tempted to say that everything was already there
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from the beginning. He was already very hard
very strict in the way he conceived of coexistence
with this person or that, but at the time I knew him,
it seems to me, nothing was fixed, everything was
still in movement. Moreover, there was a playful
aspect to the way we lived, to the way our relation
ships were handled; and there was no competitive
ness, not even with Brau-the group was pretty
solid. Between Gil and Guy there was a division of
spheres of action. I gather that, later on, hatreds
emerged based on real differences, not on people
simply falling out. There were certainly jokers who
became part of Guy's group merely because they
were friends of so and so, people who had no busi
ness there and who lasted only six months or a year
before Guy found them really too idiotic and kicked
them out. But in my time, the time of my friendship
with Guy, everything was perfectly straightforward.
So when you came to read The Society of the

Spectacle, wei! after it appeared, you found passages
echoing disCltssions that you had had. . . .

Yes, yes-at the very least the same spirit, the same
quest. I always took it as a given that Guy was pre
tentious, very pretentious-and rightly so. He
played the game of transcending Marx, just as many
people have tried to do, and in my opinion he did so
more intelligently than others. In any case, he made
a real contribution. I must have debated the tran
scendence of Marx I don't know how many times.
The famous theories of play, of communication,
etc.-all those mishmashes quickly faded away. As
for Situationism, as for Guy's thinking, it is still with
us. To my mind it doesn't in any way resolve the
problem of revolution, but it remains a fairly consis
tent whole, and it certainly surpasses Marx on sev
eral counts.
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Do you consider Guy Debord a moralist?
Yes. The last sentence of In Girum is: "Wisdom will
never come . " That's what makes Debord a good
moralist, in my opinion.

The reference is to Ecclesiastes, isn 't it?
I haven 't read Ecclesias tes-my education didn't
stretch to that ! But Guy is a moralist in the sense
that he gives very bad ideas to young boys and girls,
which is a very good thing. And on that he never
wavered. Very bad advice.

There are other phrases, too-like this, also from I n
Giru m

that must have touchedy o u i n particular: "It

-

was great good fortune to have been young in this city
when, for the last time, it shone with so intense a fire. "
Yes, indeed. I recognized Guy's particular way of
thinking. I rediscovered our gang or part o f it:
I shared. And I rediscovered Guy's nos talgia . . . . In
the end Guy was a sad person: he had a rather
pessimistic vision o f the furure, even though that
never p reve nted him fro m fighting. I don't know
whether you could s ay h e had a double personali
ty, b u t I'm not at all sure that he really believed in
the possibi l i ty o f turning the world upside d own;
he believed absolu tely i n the necessity o f tryi ng to
do s o , o n that he was categorical, but he was quite
a pessimist.

Or this, from Panegyric: "Between Rue du Four and
Rue de Buci, where our youth m'ent so completely
astray, as we emptied a few glasses we could be quite
sure we would never do anything better. "
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That's it-we never have done any better. We have

each done other things. But I do believe that I have

t

never achieved anything better than the rebellion of
that time.

•

True. There were others in Moineau's who earned a
wage-mainly for drinking purposes-people who

some day or other they had taken a tiny step which
had brought them into this no man's land. Everyone
in that place was marginal.
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had an occupation, more or less, but who didn't have
destroying this world. They simply thought that
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" . . . for the very good reason that they had no craft,
engaged in no study, and practiced no art"-that was
the tribe, surely?

the same ideas in their heads as we did, ideas about
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Wouldn 't you say that everyone there was marginal and
that very many of them stayed that way?
A good many of them, yes. "Never work ! " was our

absolutely universal watchword-one of the first to
reappear at Nanterre in 1 968. I remember one
friend, Rene Leibe, who signed the leaflet "Hands
Off the Letterists ! " after Berle's arrest in the
C atacombs business. Leibe's fingernails must have
been ten centimeters long, so determined was he to
prove that he would never work. As for Guy, he suc
ceeded, I gather, in working very little and living the
life of the perpetual drinker and boozy thinker to
perfection. For my part, I took a different route
politically: I did work, unlike Guy, who says he
never worked, but at bottom I think that we never
changed. I still hold to the same positions, even if in
my case they translate into quite different tactical
political choices. The main thing is to persevere, to
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TI IE P ROFESSOR
ETC I I I NG BY

GAETAN LAN( ; ) .AIS;

DRY POINT BY THE M A RSI IAL

hold on to the end, the bitter end. For a century we
have been fooled by a parade of bureaucrats. Today
we have a government that is more and more collab
orationist and less and less class-based. No revolu
tionary tendency has succeeded in imposing itself.
We have to put everything back on the table, take a
fresh look at everything, and commit a kind of hara
kiri of the mind: everyone should rethink their
ideas, their political agenda, from the ground up.
This is not to say that everything that has been done
has been useless. There is a solution, and we must
find it together. I still embrace our ideas of old, still
believe that we must absolutely destroy this world
not just because Marx said so, and not just because
the working class is the only class that is revolution
ary to the end, but because neither I nor, I think,
Guy can live in this society. I have always remained
marginal; I have always been a drunk....
ffi>re there otherformulations, like "Never work!" that
came up over and over, that became leitmotifs or slo
gans that you all subscribed to?

There were a few phrases like that, and they are in
the publications of the Letterist International. I
remember my own: "The problem is not that they
kill us, but that they make us live this way." And the
only one that was always coming up, and that Gil
quotes somewhere or other: "In any case, we won't
come out alive." Those were two, and there were
others, but often of the kind, "Chinese girls are
Gaetan's"-which was the leitmotif of Gaetan M.
Langlais, who quickly disappeared.
ffi>re you looking for a family when you landed at
Moineau 's?
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No, not a family; myself, I have always used the
word "tribe." At that time the family was something
we scorned; of course, now, 1 see it a little different
ly. But we had a kind of nostalgia for the past, for a
certain purity, a nostalgia that never remotely
approached any kind of mystical quest: the notion,
simply, that we were a little band of humans in the
middle of nowhere-there was something a bit
medieval about it.

Boccaccio-like?
A little, yes-a time before everything got really rot
ten. Generally, that was not the atmosphere around
the tribe, which was more like "let's go further, go
beyond, destroy, transcend." But occasionally there
would be this kind of contemplative moment . . .
times when w e rested briefly before mounting a
fresh assault on a couple more bottles and on the

BARATIN AND JEAN-MICIIEL. IN THE
MIRROR: OLD MADAME MOINEAU.
PHOTO: E D VAN DER E LS KEN/
THE NETHERLANDS PHOTO ARCHIVES

world at large. And then, for a few moments each
day, we contrived to live almost like ordinary peo
ple. What 1 personally feel was the defining charac
teristic of the tribe, the thing that marked us off
completely from the regulars of all the other bars,
was this: at Moineau 's, if someone had said-mind
you, you could say "I paint" -but if someone had
said, "I want to be a famous painter," if someone
had said, "I want to become a famous novelist," if
someone had said, "I want in whatever way to be a
success,"

then that someone would have been

tossed instantly out of the back room right through
the front room onto

the street. There was an

absolute refusal of what you call-it wasn't even a
case of no Rastignacs, of no "I want a normal career"
as a painter, a writer, a what-have-you-it was a case
of all-out war. We rej ected a world that was distaste
ful to us, and we would do nothing at all within it. At
the same time, we wanted be the most intelligent
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of all. We had simply no respect for anyone who
wanted to become established. The exception was
Renaud, a highly useful character because he had a
little money. How Renaud came to be at Moineau 's
1 can't imagine, because his ambition was to become
a psychiatrist. His greatest passion, however, was to
spend the weekend in Belgium, whence he hailed,
observing mallards. He had written a thesis on The
Social and Sexual Habits ofMallards and Certain Other
Anatidae. I'll always remember that-ducks are the

only animal family whose Latin name I know. 1 think
his own sexual habits-well, 1 know you shouldn't
call any sexual habits bizarre, but Renaud liked ...
Ducks?

Not ducks, actually-I don't know exactly what he
did on those weekends. But during the week, when
he was in Paris, what he liked was lesbians. Why
not, after all? He was a really lovely guy. He had us
all take Rorschach tests-you know, the blotches.
Just for fun-we didn't give a damn, of course, and
!'!,:,, ! rher did he. _�� fo!' !!'!e, he !:o!d

me

that I \yould

never be serious.
He wasn 't entirely wrong there.

No, not entirely. Another time he told me some
thing very interesting: "If you don't want to be treat
ed, no one can treat you. " Why, that's perfect, 1 told
him. That way, 1 can stay as 1 am.
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These interviews were conducted
between

15 January and 4 March 1 997 in

the followine: cafes: Le Mabillon. Le Mazet.
La Palette, Le Saint-Severin, La Chope,
and Au Petit Chez Soi.
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